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FADE IN:

EXT. OCEAN - STORM-TOSSED SHIP - DAY - CONTINUOUS

A sailing vessel is battered by waves, wind and driving gray 
rain. The only color is its flag, a blue rectangle containing 
the moon and stars.

Off in the distance an island slowly sinks, overtaken by some 
volcanic catastrophe. A wall of smoke and orange fire 
blackens the sky. Resembling a dangerous tidal wave, the 
smoke engulfs the stricken vessel and rushes down --

INT. SHIP - BELOW DECKS

Dozens of SURVIVORS huddle against the timbers, shivering 
under blankets, coughing from the persistent hazy smoke. They 
are all looking towards the partially-open door of the --

INT. CAPTAIN’S QUARTERS

Inside, a baby WAILS. An infant, swaddled in blankets, is 
handed to her father, a stunned CAPTAIN ZHEN. He is a strong-
jawed man with an iron will, but on this day --  

He looks down, crestfallen. A woman’s hand flails down on the 
blood-stained bed, her palm open, and falls still. Zhen 
carries the bundle --

INT. SHIP - BELOW DECKS

Through the ship with the wailing infant and up the stairs 
leading to the main deck. The survivors gaze up hopefully at 
Zhen and the little miracle.

Despite the rain and the howling wind, Zhen climbs to the -- 

EXT. SHIP - MAIN DECK

Holding his child, Zhen staggers across the battered deck, 
leaning against the wind and rain. He looks across the rail -- 

The island sinks, taking the terrible volcano with it in a 
billowing cloud of ash and fire.

Opening the blanket, Zhen presents his daughter to the stormy 
sky in defiance --  

LIGHTNING flashes, followed by THUNDER.



CAPTAIN ZHEN
(holds her aloft)

Her name is ROSE!

SHRILL WHISTLE:

EXT. TRAIN CROSSING THE DESERT PLAINS - DAY

A whistle SHRIEKS from a steam-driven locomotive. Black smoke 
and orange embers climb from the engine’s wide stack -- an 
upside-down volcano -- towards a cloudless blue sky. 

TITLES: THE AMERICAN WEST, TWENTY YEARS LATER

The train pulls passenger and freight cars across the desert. 
Sagebrush, saguaro cactus and brittle trees dot a pale brown 
landscape of low hills and sheer rock cliffs. Inside the 
windows of one of the passenger cars --

INT. TRAIN - PASSENGER CAR - DAY

The view from the window inside the passenger car reveals 
more of the same: passing hills, pale sand, a stilted tree.

ROSE (20) sits by herself on a seat built for at least two 
people. Wearing her hair tied up under a fashionable hat, 
Rose’s clothes represent a certain wealth and status of the 
late 1800s. She stares out the window, hands folded in her 
lap while she ignores the stares of an obnoxious boy leaning 
over the back of the seat some rows ahead of her. Her 
appearance is different from the other passengers, a point 
the boy cannot help but notice. 

The boy’s MOTHER pokes at her son, testy.

MOTHER
(whispers)

Turn around, sit straight and 
right, Simon.

SIMON
Is that lady burnt?

MOTHER
She is not burnt. She’s Meridian. 

SIMON
What’s that?
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MOTHER
A people who used to live far away 
on an island. Now they live out 
here. 

SIMON
Why?

MOTHER
Because they do.

SIMON
But why?

MOTHER
Honestly, I don’t know why. 

SIMON
Can I ask her?

MOTHER
You will do no such thing! She’s 
not like us.

SIMON
But she looks like a regular lady.

MOTHER
(at wit’s end)

She isn’t. Do stop being nosy. And 
do turn around and sit right!

Rose, for her part, remains silent. She gazes down at her 
dark hands. Faint scars, resembling waves, cross the backs 
and climb past her wrists. These are not random birthmarks 
nor tatoos, but like the rest of her, something completely 
different. A point made plain to her many times before --

PREACHER (V.O.)
Burned!

EXT. RAILROAD STATION - DAY

A PREACHER (40s), leading a crowd of TOWNSPEOPLE, points at a 
younger-looking Rose as she’s about to board a train. 

PREACHER
I tell you they were burned for 
their heathen ways! 

The crowd murmurs and AGREES. 

The preacher storms up to Rose, his finger aimed like a gun.
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PREACHER (CONT’D)
Pay close attention to this one. I 
tell you she will come back as a 
plague! She will destroy us all!

TRAIN WHISTLES:

INT. TRAIN PASSENGER CAR - DAY

CONDUCTOR (O.S.)
Next stop on the line, folks! 
Stockton! This is your stop!

Rose snaps awake. The conductor walks the length of the 
railcar.  

CONDUCTOR (CONT’D)
This is Stockton!

Rose looks out the window as the train arrives at a town. A 
sign mounted on the rail station declares this place is 
STOCKTON. Past the station, buildings rise. A bustling town 
awaits.

More signs appear over buildings. HECTOR STABLES & ANIMAL 
FEEDS. HECTOR MINING SUPPLY. THE HECTOR HOTEL, HOT BATHS & 
COMFY BEDS.

EXT. RAILROAD STATION - DAY

The trains comes to a halt with a shudder and a sigh of 
escaping steam.

INT. TRAIN PASSENGER CAR - DAY

SIMON
(looks out window)

How come they call this place 
Stockton? Every sign says Hector.

MOTHER
All I care about is that your daddy 
insists on us coming out to live 
here in this filthy place. (looks 
behind her, lowers voice) With 
these filthy Meridian.

Rose rises from her seat. She collects her luggage case from 
an overhead rack, easily hefting it despite its size. 
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Simon sees the back of her hands and forearms, ogles the 
swirling scars that disappear into the sleeves of her coat. 

SIMON
(whispers)

Did God draw on her?

MOTHER
Simon! That’s enough!

EXT. STOCKTON MAIN STREET - DAY

Carrying her luggage case, Rose walks down a wooden boardwalk 
on one side of the busy main street. 

Men on horseback amble up and down the dirt-clod byway. Horse-
drawn wagons pull carts laden with tools, goods and lumber. 
Another cart pulls a boisterous load of COMPANY MINERS; they 
shout and call to Rose.  

Hammers and saws fill the air as workers raise the wood frame 
of a building. Stockton is a boom town and the name “HECTOR” 
is everywhere: over the dance hall, the gambling parlor and 
even a building with a flickering red gas lamp on its facade: 
HECTOR’S WORLD FAMOUS RED LAMP BROTHEL.

A bulky figure with a prodigious belly steps in front of Rose 
to block her way. Underneath the man’s vest, near the stains 
on his shirt, is the barely-hidden outline of a pistol 
nestled inside a holster. This is LLOYD.

Two more unpleasant-looking men appear to either side of her: 
NELSON and PETE.

LLOYD
(tips his hat)

You lost there, missy?

ROSE
No. I’m going to the hotel.

LLOYD
The hotel? (rubs his head) Gosh 
darn. I think the hotel’s full. 
Isn’t it, Nelson?

NELSON is an older gent carrying a sawed-off shotgun. The 
stock is chained to his belt. 

NELSON
Yep. Not a empty bed to be found. 
Hey Pete, isn’t there a place in 
the stables?
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PETE, the third man, wears a holster with a pistol hung low. 

PETE
Nah. Them’s full, too. Ain’t no 
place around in town.

LLOYD
Maybe you just better turn yourself 
around? There’s a village for 
people who look like you.

ROSE
I know about the refugee village. I 
have business in town.

LLOYD
Oh! That’s different. What sort of 
business?

Nelson deliberately knees Rose’s luggage case. She 
protectively pulls the case up using both her hands.

ROSE
My business is with the Marshal.

Lloyd exchanges glances with Nelson and Peter. Feeling 
impressive, he pulls back his vest to reveal a tin star 
pinned to his stained shirt.

LLOYD
You’re in luck. I’m Deputy Lloyd. 
These here are my fellow deputies: 
Nelson and Pete. How can we be of 
service?

ROSE
My business is only with the 
Marshal.

Peter tries to take the luggage from Rose’s hands.

PETE
We can’t be letting you just walk 
up to see the Marshal. I think we 
should confiscate this. She’s too 
dressed up to be a Meridian.

NELSON
Maybe she’s goin’ to a costume 
ball?

ROSE
(pulls away)

I need to talk to the Marshal.
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LLOYD
Sure you can talk to the Marshal. 
(grins) But first you have to tell 
me your name.

ROSE
I lived in the refugee village for 
years. I left five years ago. Don’t 
you know who I am?

LLOYD
You Meridian look all the same to 
me. What’s your name, honey? 

ROSE
(relents)

It’s Rose.

LLOYD
No. No. That ain’t your name. 
What’s your real name? You know? 
(he snickers as though he’s making 
a joke) You Meridian sure got some 
strange names.

Rose puts the suitcase down on the wooden boardwalk. She 
meekly smiles and swishes her skirt. In a flash, her entire 
manner has changed into a sweet, young girl.

ROSE
Why didn’t you say so? We Meridian 
don’t just share our real names 
with anyone. But since you’re such 
a big, handsome, man of the law...

Rose delicately draws on Lloyd’s badge with her index finger. 
She looks up at him and bats her eyes. Lloyd is entranced 
with this sudden attention. Rose lowers her voice and makes a 
come-hither gesture with her finger.

ROSE (CONT’D)
I can’t say my real name out loud. 
Come a little closer. I’ll whisper 
it in your ear.

Lloyd leans forward, turns his ear to her and grins.

LLOYD
What’s your real name, sweet thing?

Rose reaches under his vest and yanks out the pistol. She 
jams the barrel of the gun right into Lloyd’s meaty throat.
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ROSE
My name is Rose Sha Wei Zhen. I am 
the daughter of Captain Zhen. 
Unless I see the Marshal, Deputy 
Lloyd, you’re up shit’s creek.

Seeing Rose has stolen a gun, several PASSERS-BY run in the 
opposite direction.

Lloyd raises his hands, frightened out of his mind. 

LLOYD
Holy shit! Don’t shoot!

His two deputies clumsily draw their own weapons. 

PETE
Put the gun down! Drop it!

NELSON
I’ll kill you! I’ll do it!

Lloyd is face-to-face with both barrels of Nelson’s shotgun.

LLOYD
Put that bushwacker down, ya old 
coot! You’ll kill the both of us!

ROSE
(calmly)

Lloyd, you’d better tell your 
deputies to get the Marshal or 
people are going to be talking 
about how your brains were found 
here, there and just about  
everywhere, except inside your 
head. 

LLOYD
(to deputies)

Go get the Marshal!

PETE
Let me kill her! Meridian don’t 
know how to shoot no gun!

Rose cocks the pistol’s hammer and twists the barrel deeper 
into Lloyd’s voice box.

ROSE
Do you think I know how to shoot a 
gun, Deputy Lloyd?

LLOYD
(squeaks)

Go get the Marshal!
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SAM (O.S.)
The Marshal’s here.

SAMUEL MURTAUGH (SAM) is a handsome young man in his early 
20s. His dress and manner, along with a carefully-cultivated 
moustache and goatee, make him appear distinguished. He wears 
a bright silver badge on the lapel of his tweed suit jacket. 
The rest of his clothing is finely-tailored to match.

SAM (CONT’D)
Rose?

LLOYD
(gun lodged in throat)

Holy shit! You know her?

ROSE
Sam?

LLOYD
You know him?

The two look at each other in amazement. Sam starts to laugh 
and Rose joins him. Lloyd and the other two deputies don’t 
understand what’s so funny.

SAM
(to Nelson and Pete)

Put those cannons away. 

The deputies lower their guns. Rose backs up. She lifts the 
barrel of the pistol away from Lloyd, unlocks the hammer and 
offers the pistol grip-first to the deputy. He snatches the 
gun away from her hand.

LLOYD
Give me that you stupid bit...

SAM
(stern)

Lloyd. That’s enough. 

LLOYD
But she...

Sam cannot take his eyes off Rose. Nervous, she ducks his 
gaze.

SAM
Lloyd, take Miss Rose’s suitcase to 
the hotel. (to Rose) If that’s all 
right with you?

Rose nods. She finds herself speechless.
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LLOYD
(tries again)

But she’s a...

SAM
Tell the hotel manager to put her 
in the best room he’s got. It’s on 
me.

LLOYD
You?

SAM
Just do what I tell you to do, 
Lloyd. And for God’s sakes, change 
that shirt. Between you losing a 
gun and looking like a slob, you’re 
an embarrassment to the badge.

Lloyd sheepishly puts his gun back and picks up Rose’s 
luggage case, somewhat surprised by the weight. Head down, he 
ambles toward the hotel. Sam directs his attention to Nelson 
and Pete.

SAM (CONT’D)
Both of you get over to the 
gambling hall. There’s a group of 
miners in there raising heck. Teach 
them that’s not how we act in 
Stockton.

The two deputies slink off down the street. 

Sam tips his hat to Rose.

SAM (CONT’D)
Rose. I never thought in a million 
years you’d come back... 

ROSE
Samuel Murtaugh. The preacher’s son 
is now the Marshal of Stockton. How 
is this possible?  

SAM
Stranger things have happened. 
(offers her his elbow) Would you do 
me the honor of accompanying me to 
my office?

ROSE
Why? Am I under arrest?
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SAM
(startled)

Rose, that’s not what I meant.

ROSE
I almost shot the head off of one 
of your deputies. Any other marshal 
might not be acting so kind to me.

SAM
I’m not any other marshal. I am the 
Marshal. 

EXT. MAIN STREET - CONTINUOUS

Sam leads Rose back up the street. They cross a busy 
intersection and take the wooden walk on the other side. 
People stop to stare, unable to help noticing Rose with her 
hand draped around Sam’s arm. Rose looks uncomfortable. 

ROSE
Maybe us walking together like this 
is not something the Marshal of 
Stockton should be doing?

SAM
It’s been five years since you 
left. People around here may have 
forgotten about you Rose, but I 
haven’t.

ROSE
Now you’re just being sentimental. 
You know the reason why I’m here.

SAM
I wish the circumstances were 
better.

ROSE
Better? (looks around) Were they 
ever any good? 

Rose nods as they walk past the hotel. Two Meridian girls are 
beating carpets on a clothesline alongside the building. 

ROSE (CONT’D)
Meridian work only the jobs they’re 
allowed to...

Another Meridian girl passes the pair as they walk, balancing 
a load of laundry on her head. She stops, realizes who she 
went past, and turns around.
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ROSE (CONT’D)
Or the jobs no one else wants...

In a small wood shop, an elderly Meridian man is carefully 
assembling pine boxes. ARCTUROS is the town‘s undertaker. He 
looks up and watches in astonishment: Rose walking with Sam.

ROSE (CONT’D)
Old Arcturos is exactly where I 
last saw him. My father said he was 
once a great wood carver. Now he 
builds coffins. 

SAM
Stockton’s changed. Mining’s 
profitable. Gold, silver, platinum, 
copper, it’s out there in the 
hills. The miners bring it here and 
the town gets better for it.

ROSE
(eyes “Hector” sign)

For some, I guess.

INT. MARSHAL'S OFFICE - DAY

Sam steps inside. He sees another of his deputies, his boots 
on top of the desk, SNORING. Sam makes a point of SLAMMING 
the door.

Roughly woken, ERNEST throws his feet down with a start. He 
warily eyes Rose.

ERNEST
Who the hell is...?

SAM
None of your concern, Ernest. Go 
help Old Nelson and Pete down at 
the gambling hall. 

Ernest backtracks out of the office, still eyeing Rose with 
confusion. He heads out into the busy street. Sam walks over 
to a chair, takes out a handkerchief and wipes the seat off 
for Rose. Rose takes the time to examine the wall behind 
Sam’s desk. Wanted posters are neatly tacked to a board. A 
prominent poster calls for the apprehension of the CRANE 
brothers, JASPER and CLEATUS. 

ROSE
A Meridian girl alone with the 
Marshal, the preacher’s son. What 
will people say? 
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SAM
You know I don’t care about that.

ROSE
Really? How’s your father?

SAM
(blunt)

He died about three years back.

ROSE
(alarmed)

I’m so sorry Sam.

SAM
What are you sorry for? He was a 
crazy old man preaching fire and 
brimstone from the pulpit every 
Sunday. 

ROSE
He said I was a sign of the end of 
the world. (laughs) He called me a 
plague.

SAM
He didn’t like you much, no matter 
what you did. 

ROSE
What he didn’t like was his 
handsome son running around with a 
Meridian girl. So why did you 
decide not to become a minister 
like him? 

SAM
All my father worried about was 
keeping Heaven neat and tidy. 
(looks away from her) And white.

ROSE
Maybe he should have worked over at 
the hotel, washing sheets? 

SAM
(changes the subject)

What about you? Where have you 
been? 

ROSE
(disinterested)

Traveling. Mostly. Looking for a 
better place than this one. 
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SAM
Did you find it?

ROSE
No.

They stop talking, unable to find anything more important to 
discuss than the emotional elephant lurking in the room.

SAM
(finally)

I didn’t want you to find out this 
way, Rose. Honest. I’m surprised 
you’re even here.

ROSE
(angry)

Surprised that I’m here, or that I 
care? He’s still my father. 

Rose studies the town from the office window, arms folded 
across herself.

ROSE (CONT’D)
So where is he?

EXT. CEMETERY - DAY

A tiny cemetery, set on a low hill, overlooks Stockton. There 
are a few cultivated sections with pretty wreaths and ornate 
stones. The rest is a random collection of small wooden 
crosses and stone markers.  

With Sam hovering in the background, Rose stands in front of 
a freshly-covered grave with a headstone.

MARKER: CAPTAIN AURELIS ZHEN (M) DIED JUNE 18 1884

ROSE
You buried him? You of all people 
should know this is not our way! 
You even wrote “M” on his 
gravestone. Who cares if he’s a 
Meridian after he’s dead?

SAM
No one came forward to claim him. 
We had to bury him. It’s the law.
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ROSE
Am I supposed to be grateful? The 
Meridian don’t believe in tossing 
the dead in the ground to rot with 
the worms. 

SAM
Your ways aren’t ours, Rose.

ROSE
How did he die?

SAM
A mining survey found him in one of 
the canyons. You know how freezing 
cold it gets around here at night.   

ROSE
I know all about the cold. 

SAM
And you know how your father was 
when he drank. After you left, he 
wandered around the town, picked 
fights, plumb out of his mind. I 
kept sending him back to the 
village. He must have wandered off 
in the middle of the night and 
gotten lost. It happens all the 
time, Rose. The cold sneaks up on a 
man so quick, all he wants is to 
lay down and fall asleep.

ROSE
You let him die! 

SAM
I tried reasoning with him. Tried 
to steer him to temperance with the 
church women. He wouldn’t listen.

Sam walks up and points to the grave.

SAM (CONT’D)
Even good men have their demons.   

ROSE
You sound like your father. So it’s 
my fault that he’s dead?  

SAM
No.
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Sam takes her gently by the shoulders. She looks up at him.

SAM (CONT’D)
I remember how he used to hurt you. 
He should not have done those 
things. Come back to town, Rose. 
Come back with me. You don’t have 
to be alone...

She tears away from him.

ROSE
It doesn’t make any sense! The man 
who fought storms and tidal waves 
to save what’s left of my people 
... the man who raised me without a 
mother ... You’re telling me he was 
just another drunk who got lost in 
the desert and died?

Rose storms off, but not towards the town.

SAM
Rose! Where the hell are you going?

ROSE
You know where...

SAM
(calls out)

You know they only care about 
themselves, Rose! They didn’t help 
you back then. They won’t help you 
now! 

Rose doesn’t look back.

ROSE
(shouts back)

I don’t want anyone’s help, Samuel 
Murtaugh. I want answers!

SAM
(to himself)

You’ll just make things worse.

EXT. REFUGEE VILLAGE - DAY

Rose approaches an encampment of shanties. Symbols similar to 
the patterns on the backs of her hands decorate the tall 
wooden posts at the entrance. 
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Several Meridian REFUGEES walk past her. They are dressed in 
rough-shod white cotton shirts, simple trousers or dresses 
for the women. Some wear large white hats and scarves tied 
around their necks. They eye Rose and her fancy clothing.

Rose walks through the shanty town. The homes are mostly made 
of discarded wood. A few domesticated animals -- pigs and 
goats -- live in fenced enclosures. Tiny gardens sit near the 
houses. CHILDREN too young for school run around. The OLD 
tend to the gardens.   

EXT. ZHEN HOUSE - DAY

Rose stops at the open door of a shanty and peers inside.

An old woman’s head appears and stares back at her.

MAGDAH
What do you want, girl?

ROSE
You’re in my house.

MAGDAH
This is not your house. This is my 
house!

ROSE
This is the house of Captain Zhen! 
I am his daughter!

MAGDAH
The Captain is dead! Sha Wei Zhen 
is gone! This is the house of 
Magdah! Go away!

ROSE
(pushes her way inside)

You know who I am! Don’t make me 
break your neck, you old crow!

Inside, SHOUTING erupts. Crockery SHATTERS.

The tiny house SHAKES and CREAKS at the walls.

Other villagers run up and watch from a safe distance, 
listening. A pot is thrown out the door and CRACKS. 

Magdah backs out of the front door, ducking plates and 
utensils thrown at her. 

Rose reappears, holding a necklace of pearls in her hand.
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ROSE (CONT’D)
How dare you! These are my mother’s 
things! 

MAGDAH
Someone help me! I’m an old and 
frail woman! I am being robbed!

ROSE
You’re the thief! Living in my 
house! Stealing from the dead!

A crowd gathers. One of the village elders, a bearded and 
graying DUMAS (50s), pushes his way through. He comes in 
between the two women. 

DUMAS
Magdah, how many times have I told 
you to stay out of the Captain’s 
house ... (his gaze falls upon 
Rose) Rose Sha Wei? Is that you?

MAGDAH
That’s not her! How can that be 
her? Sha Wei left years ago. Why 
would she return?

ROSE
(storms towards her)

Because my father is dead, you hag! 

Dumas holds her back.

DUMAS
Rose, please! Magdah will stay 
away. I promise.

ROSE
(to Magdah)

You bring back everything you’ve 
taken. Do you hear me, woman? I’ll 
tie you to a tree so the vultures 
will peck out your eyes!

MAGDAH
(spits on the ground)

The daughter of Zhen! Daughter of 
nothing! Bah!

Magdah runs off, clucking and wailing as if she was injured. 

Rose picks up a cracked pot lid to throw it at her. The older 
man stops her.
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DUMAS
That’s enough! (to crowd) Go back 
to your homes. There is nothing 
here for you. Go home! 

Rose marches inside her house, slams the door behind her.

INT. ZHEN HOUSE - DAY

Dumas gently pushes open the door and steps inside. There is 
a finely-crafted stone fireplace, a heavy cooking pot sits on 
an iron grate, and cabinets to store plates and bowls. A 
simple wooden table and two chairs decorate the main room. A 
few nautical objects, some made of metal, sit on shelves.

Rose kneels before an old wooden sea chest. She rummages 
inside.

ROSE
This was locked! What else did that 
old crone take?

DUMAS
Daughter of Aurelis, we need to 
talk.

ROSE
What about? My ruined house? My 
stolen things? The dead man in the 
cemetery? 

DUMAS
Where have you been, child? How did 
you learn of your father’s death?

ROSE
It’s called Western Union, old man. 
And if you have to know, I was all 
over this country. This is the last 
place I want to be.

DUMAS
You have seen where they put your 
father?

ROSE
Yes. (puts the necklace gently in 
the trunk, closes lid and stands) 
Why did you let them put my father 
in the ground? You’re the one 
always talking about traditions! 
How could you let this happen? 
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DUMAS
Your father was a broken man...

Rose pushes open one of the doors that leads to a tiny 
bedroom.

FLASH BACK: An older Captain Zhen, disoriented and drunk, 
STORMS out. He sees Rose going through his sea chest and 
throws her to the ground.

CAPTAIN ZHEN
What are you doing in there? (finds 
mother’s necklace) I told you never 
to touch this!

ROSE
I just wanted to see it...!

CAPTAIN ZHEN
(beats her)

Never touch it! Never touch it! 
It’s not yours to touch!

ROSE
(cries out)

It’s all I have of Mother!

PRESENT TIME: Rose reaches in and shuts the door.

ROSE (CONT’D)
Broken. Drunk. What’s the 
difference? Everyone knew he hurt 
me. Nobody tried to stop him back 
then.  

DUMAS
Yes, he hurt you. We were blinded 
because your father did so much for 
us...

EXT. STORM-TOSSED SHIP - CONTINUOUS

At the wheel, Captain Zhen fights the violent waves and 
terrifying clouds that follow the volcanic eruption which 
destroys the island of Meridia. 

The survivors, including Dumas, watch from the rails. Rivers 
of lava spill down from the mountain into cities and sweep 
over hundreds running for their lives.

A pregnant WOMAN, Rose’s mother, falls to her knees.
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CAPTAIN ZHEN
(shouting)

Help my wife! Get her below decks!

INT. CAPTAIN’S QUARTERS

An infant Rose is handed to her father -- 

EXT. SHIP - MAIN DECK

Captain Zhen protects his infant daughter from the storm-
swept seas and the winds --

CAPTAIN ZHEN
(holds her close)

My precious Compass Rose. You will 
guide me through these dark days...

EXT. PORT OF SAN FRANCISCO

The ship is docked at a pier. The survivors, including 
Captain Zhen holding an infant Rose in his arms, travel down 
the tattered ship’s gangway to a crowd of NEWSPAPER 
REPORTERS, POLICE and ONLOOKERS. 

A flash camera goes off --

DUMAS (V.O.)
Our island was destroyed. We were 
the only ones who escaped. Your 
father brought us to America. We 
put our trust in him... 

EXT. WAGON TRAIN ACROSS THE MOUNTAINS

Horses pull a sluggish caravan of wagons through the Rockies.

The Meridian are not accustomed to traveling across this 
harsh terrain. Some stumble on the rocks and need help.

A wagon wheel breaks. One of the Meridian uses an unusual 
pair of metal gauntlets to lift the coach off the ground so 
the wheel can be repaired by Arcturos, the wood carver. 

DUMAS (V.O.)
Our island once protected us from 
the strange outside world. Now we 
were the strangers. We had only our 
tools and knowledge to aid us. No 
one wanted us. 

(MORE)
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Your father kept on fighting. He 
finally found a place for us...

EXT. REFUGEE VILLAGE UNDER CONSTRUCTION

The survivors erect homes for themselves. Everyone labors 
under difficult conditions. Snow is falling. The elderly  
huddle under blankets near cooking fires. The children taking 
care of infant Rose are amazed by the frozen snowflakes.

To the cheers of all, the captain puts the final touches on 
the roof of the first house. 

DUMAS (V.O.)
Thanks to your father, we had a  
chance to live again... 

EXT. REFUGEE CAMP, FURTHER OUT

Standing out in deep snow, the Preacher Murtaugh and a host 
of townspeople from Stockton watch the refugee village. Many 
of them are displeased. The PREACHER’S WIFE holds a young 
boy, Samuel, in her arms. 

PREACHER
(spreads his arms)

Lord, guide us to be wary of these 
strangers! They are not of our 
flock! They are a blight upon the 
land! 

Much to the townspeople’s astonishment, a group of survivors 
appear from the refugee camp and walk towards them. Some of 
the more nervous townspeople raise rifles...

Captain Zhen leads the group. He carries a bundle wrapped in 
blankets. Dumas is by his side.

CAPTAIN ZHEN
(announces)

We are survivors of the island of 
Meridia. I am Captain Aurelis Zhen.  

Zhen notes the townspeople’s silence. He sees the preacher’s 
wife holding Samuel and walks up. He pulls aside the blankets 
of his bundle, revealing a baby girl with black hair. 

CAPTAIN ZHEN (CONT’D)
This is my daughter, Rose. What is 
your son’s name?

DUMAS (V.O.) (CONT'D)
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PREACHER’S WIFE
Samuel. (gazes at the girl) What a 
darling child! Rose is a beautiful 
name.

PREACHER
(interrupts the moment)

Why did you come here? We are a 
peaceful, hard-working, God-fearing 
people. 

CAPTAIN ZHEN
We also are a hard-working people 
with no place to call home. We only 
wish to live peacefully with you. 

Passing his infant daughter to Dumas, he walks towards one of 
the townspeople’s horse-drawn carts, its wheels stuck deep in 
the snow. 

He holds up a steel ball in his hand, showing it to the wary 
townspeople.

CAPTAIN ZHEN (CONT’D)
Winter is upon your town and our 
village. It’s a difficult time. Let 
us help each other.

Zhen places the ball underneath the axle support of the stuck 
wagon. Holding up his left hand, he motions with the glove.

The cart LIFTS out of the snow. The townspeople GASP.

PREACHER
This magic is not God’s will!

CAPTAIN ZHEN
It’s not magic. Let us teach you 
this.

PREACHER
You will not! (Sees Rose waving at 
him from Dumas’ arms) Look at the 
marks on her! She’s been touched by 
the Devil!

CAPTAIN ZHEN
What are you talking about? These 
marks are the gifts of the 
Mapmakers. The Meridian people are 
connected to the wind and the 
sea...
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PREACHER
All of you are a plague on this 
land, sent by the Devil!

Disgruntled, Zhen collects the metal ball from the cart.

CAPTAIN ZHEN
Very well. You lead your people. I 
will lead mine.

Zhen takes his daughter from Dumas. The survivors return --

INT. ZHEN HOUSE - DAY

DUMAS
Sha Wei, your father was our 
savior. We could not bring 
ourselves to think of the 
frustrations and anger he felt. We 
were a despised people, never 
accepted. (lowers his head) Nor did 
we think about how your father took 
his anger out on you.

ROSE
You’re a little late with the 
apologies. 

DUMAS
Things have changed since you left. 
There’s Hector.

ROSE
Yes. I’ve seen his name.

DUMAS
Hector owns the mining company, the 
town, everything. He sends his men 
to hurt and frighten us.

ROSE
Why? 

DUMAS
He and your father had an 
arrangement. Your father was 
excited about a discovery. He kept 
saying he had found the answer to 
all our troubles. He made a deal 
with Hector because he needed his 
mining equipment.
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ROSE
What for?

DUMAS
Only your father knew. But Hector 
demanded more. Your father refused 
him. Hector’s men started riding 
through the village, destroying our 
gardens, killing our animals. Your 
father could do nothing. Hector had 
the law on his side. Your father 
flew off in a drunken rage every 
night, frustrated by this thing 
that was so important to him. When 
we were told your father was dead, 
we let the townspeople bury him in 
their way. We wanted to put an end 
to it. But Hector refuses to let it 
rest. 

ROSE
You’re hiding in fear because of 
one man?

DUMAS
(indignant)

Hector is not just one man. He is 
every man. Every drop of hate. 
Every injustice. Rose Sha Wei. Why 
have you come back to this place 
that has only brought you pain? 
There is nothing you can do about 
your father.

ROSE
I don’t believe this story about my 
father’s death. 

DUMAS
It would be wise not to dwell on 
your father’s passing. We Meridian 
do not focus on death.

ROSE
(furious)

The day Meridia fell into the sea 
was the day I was born. I lived, 
all of us lived, because of my 
father. You abandoned him....

Rose marches out the door.
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ROSE (CONT’D)
He deserves more than a hole in the 
ground! 

EXT. ROAD TO STOCKTON - DAY

Rose makes her way on foot down a narrow gulch surrounded by 
sloping sides. Daylight is fading fast.

She stops and listens. HOOF BEATS are fast approaching. She 
climbs up one of the sides of the gulch and hides herself in 
the nearby scrub.

A pack of MEN tear past at full gallop. Some carry torches. 
They are headed towards the refugee village.

Alarmed, Rose rushes back towards the village...

EXT. REFUGEE VILLAGE - NIGHT

Rose arrives to find the men on horseback charging through 
the shanties. They shoot at animals and chase people. The 
villagers scream and run. One man on horseback ropes the side 
of a shanty and drags the flimsy house off its stilts. 

MAGDAH
(from hiding place)

Go away!

A rider throws a lit torch and sets a shanty on fire. 
Meridian people rush to throw sand on it.

RIDER
You do well to give Mister Hector 
what he wants!

DUMAS
(shouting)

Nothing has changed! We do not have 
what he wants!

The rider uses his horse to knock Dumas down. 

Rose rushes to help, but the rider on horseback cuts in 
between them --

RIDER
There you are, you gussied-up 
little thing! Get yourself back to 
town. Marshal’s looking for you.
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ROSE
Get out of here!

Rose slaps the flank of the rider’s horse, sending him off. 
The rest of the men join up and head out of the village.

Ignoring the old man’s protests, Rose helps Dumas back on his 
feet.

DUMAS
You should never have come back, 
Rose.

ROSE
Old fool. That’s another reason why 
I don’t listen to you.

EXT. MAIN STREET - NIGHT - CONTINUOUS

Rose returns on foot to Stockton. Lanterns and torches light 
up the street. The townspeople are gone. Stores are closed. 

Boisterous MINERS arrive by the cart-load. They head for the 
saloon, the gambling hall, the brothel. 

Packs of MEN rove the walkways and the street. They eye Rose, 
call to her, beg for her attention. She ignores them.

EXT. MARSHAL'S OFFICE

Rose walks up to the marshal’s office. There is no sign of 
Sam, but Ernest is leaning in the doorway. He gives Rose a 
lecherous eyeful.

ERNEST
Marshal’s looking for ya.

ROSE
I got his message...

Continuing down the street, Rose spots a collection of horses 
tied up in front of the saloon. 

Recognizing the horse of the rider who attacked Dumas, she 
steps up to the saloon’s swinging doors...

A man shoves past the doors on his way out, startling her. 

PATRON
Watch it, girl!

Rose peers past the doors, inside the saloon -- 
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INT. QUINCY'S SALOON

The rider who yelled at her is playing cards and drinking 
beer at a table. Back to --

EXT. MAIN STREET

Rose returns to Ernest in front of the marshal’s office. She 
looks past him at the wall of wanted posters -- 

INT. MARSHAL'S OFFICE

The rider in the saloon is a perfect match for the 
portraiture of one man. His name is JASPER CRANE. 

EXT. MARSHAL'S OFFICE

ROSE
Those men in the saloon. Who are 
they?

ERNEST
Shit. They’re Hector’s men.

ROSE
Are they deputies?

ERNEST
Nah. Goon squad. They used to bang 
heads for the railroad. Now they 
protect Mister Hector’s business 
interests.

ROSE
You mean, the mining company?

ERNEST
Honey, everything here is Mister 
Hector’s business. Now you wait 
here, I’ll go fetch the marshal.

ROSE
Don’t bother. Tell Sam Murtaugh 
thanks for the hotel room, but I’m 
leaving on tomorrow’s train.

ERNEST
You don’t want to talk to him?
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ROSE
I’m done listening. Tell him Rose 
Zhen is gone for good. 

She heads back down the street to the hotel.

FADE TO:

EXT. RAILROAD STATION - DAY

Rose stands alone on the train platform, away from several 
families and other passengers, suitcase at her feet. Dressed 
in a similar manner from the previous day, she stares 
straight ahead. 

The train pulls in, smoke pouring from the engine’s stack, 
steam HISSING from valves, a WARNING BELL clanging on its 
boiler. The conductor hops down off the train. He and PORTERS 
set up small wooden steps to help passengers. A few arrivals 
come down the steps. Families embrace them in greeting. 
Leaving passengers climb aboard the train, one-by-one. Larger 
pieces of luggage and mail bags are taken by hand cart up to 
a freight car for loading. 

Rose doesn’t move. She remains exactly where she stands.

The freight car doors SLAM closed. The conductor checks his 
watch. 

CONDUCTOR
All aboard! 

He climbs the top step of the lead passenger car, blows a 
whistle and waves a signal to the front of the train. A 
SHRIEK comes from the engine’s whistle. The train’s wheels 
spin. After a slight jostle, the engine surges forward and 
the train leaves the station behind -- 

-- and Rose.

EXT. MAIN STREET - CONTINUOUS

Carrying her bag, Rose walks down the town’s boardwalk. It’s 
a repeat of the previous day: all bustle, carts, men on 
horses and people staring. She walks in the hotel --

INT. HOTEL LOBBY

-- past the front desk of the plushly-appointed hotel and 
snatches a room key right out of the hand of the surprised 
HOTEL MANAGER. She heads up the staircase --
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INT. HOTEL ROOM

-- and drops the heavy luggage case on a valet.

Rose stares at her reflection in the mirror. 

She unlocks the case, opens it and removes certain pieces. 
Off comes her jacket and other accoutrements. Out of the case 
appears black trousers, black boots and -- 

A black leather belt with a nickel-plated, pearl-handled 
Schofield pistol in one of its holsters and --

On her left arm, she dons a set of metal and leather bands 
which wrap around her lower forearm and ends in a black glove 
with finger holes. From a velvet pouch she drops several 
round metal balls into the palm of her hand -- 

Rose ties up her hair and dons a long dark gray coat. The 
last piece she removes from the case is a black hat.

INT. HOTEL LOBBY

A figure dressed in black descends the staircase and out of 
the front door -- 

The HOTEL MANAGER’S WIFE pokes at the HOTEL MANAGER.

HOTEL MANAGER’S WIFE
What did I say about letting 
strangers just walk in and out of 
here?

HOTEL MANAGER
I never saw him before... (he looks 
out the window, questions himself) 
Wait. Is that a him?

EXT. UNDERTAKER’S SHOP

Outside his shop, Old Arcturos uses a wood plane to file down 
the edges of a pine coffin. Distracted by a shadow over his 
work, he looks up in astonishment -- 

Rose stands before him. She’s dressed like the grim reaper. 
She tosses him a gold coin. He catches it. 

ROSE
You’re about to get very busy.
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EXT. MAIN STREET

Rose walks down the wooden pathway. Men get out of her way, 
regarding her in disbelief. The mother and her boy, Simon, 
pass her and stop to stare. 

SIMON
Look. It’s the lady from the train!

The mother grabs her son by the hand and drags him off.

MOTHER
That’s no lady!

Rose barely contains a tight smile. She has the town’s 
attention. 

Striding down the street in broad daylight, she pauses in 
front of the swinging doors of the saloon.   

There’s no turning back. She pushes open the doors and walks 
into --

INT. QUINCY’S SALOON - DAY

PATRONS, most of them drunk, playing cards or both, slouch in 
chairs. Smoke rises thick up to the rafters to be cleaved by 
a swirling, lazy ceiling fan. A few men stand at the bar.

Several PROSTITUTES look at the new arrival in surprise. 

QUINCY, the owner, cleans a bar glass. 

The muttering of conversation dwindles to nothing. 

Rose assesses the room and moves to the bar, all eyes on her.

QUINCY
We don’t serve your kind in here.

ROSE
Mr. Quincy, I wouldn’t bother 
drinking your watered-down hooch, 
much less use it to kill an 
infection. I’m here to make an 
announcement. There’s a five 
hundred dollar reward for the 
capture of one Jasper Crane. 

Rose steps around the room, eyeing the occupants from one 
table to the other. 
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ROSE (CONT’D)
Now Jasper murdered a family of 
homesteaders out of Contessa. He 
killed the husband, his wife and 
their five-year-old boy.

Rose allows the words to sink into the drunken silence.

ROSE (CONT’D)
Jasper Crane killed them, robbed 
them, burned down their house and 
stole their horse.  

Rose comes upon a table of GAMBLERS. Most stop playing long 
enough to look up at her, snickering and laughing.

QUINCY
I told you, girl. You ain’t wanted  
in here!

Rose leans over one of the men, the rider from the previous 
night, and slaps down five gold coins down in the pot on 
their table.

ROSE
I’m willing to put up one hundred 
dollars of that reward money to the 
first man who points out Jasper 
Crane. (checks the rider’s cards) 
Seeing how your luck is about to 
change, mister, I would accept my 
offer.

A GAMBLER licks his lips as he stares at the coin. 

GAMBLER
Shit. That’s a hundred dollars!

The rider gives the gambler a hard look.

QUINCY (O.S.)
I’m gonna call the marshal on you!

Rose leans forward and slides her palms down the man’s sweaty 
back. Her hands travel down to his waist, toying with his 
trousers as she whispers in his ear.

ROSE
You were so busy trampling an old 
man last night we didn’t get to 
properly introduce ourselves. My 
name is Rose. And you are ... 
Jasper Crane?
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JASPER bolts up out of his chair. He reaches for the gun on 
his hip... 

Rose flicks her left wrist ... and Jasper flies upward! He 
CRASHES into the ceiling beams. Rose flicks her wrist again. 
Jasper comes hurtling down. He belly-flops hard on the card 
table and it breaks underneath him. His gun flies out of his 
hand.

QUINCY
(to a stunned barmaid)

Get the Marshal! Get him quick!

Controlling Jasper like a puppet, Rose gestures again. Jasper 
FLIES against the far wall of the saloon. People DIVE to get 
out of the way. Rose yanks him across the room. He CRASHES 
against the bar. Jasper SLIDES down the top, clearing it of 
glassware. She flicks her wrist again. He SOARS back into the 
rafters. His chin strikes the blades of the spinning ceiling 
fan. 

JASPER
(flailing helplessly)

Stop! I surrender! I give up!

Rose extends her left arm and clenches her fist. Jasper comes 
flying downward, eyes clenched shut. When he opens his eyes, 
he’s hovering a few inches off the beer-stained floor. Rose 
opens her hand and he lands in a messy heap at her feet.

ROSE
(holds out cuffs)

You know how these work, don’t you?

Sam CHARGES inside the saloon, followed by Ernest, Lloyd and 
Nelson. He looks around at the damage, expecting a shoot-out. 
No one is holding a gun. His gaze comes upon Rose.

SAM
Rose? (looks around) What the hell 
happened?

ROSE
You wanted to know what I’ve been 
doing all these years, Sam? This. 
I’m a bounty hunter and I’m good at 
it. (points to Jasper) This man is 
a murderer and a thief. You owe me 
five hundred dollars.

QUINCY
You better not be payin’ her for 
busting up my place, Marshal! She’s 
a witch, I tell you!
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ROSE
It’s not witchcraft...

Lifting a cuffed Crane to his feet with a motion of her hand, 
Rose digs into Jasper’s trouser pocket and produces two metal 
balls about the size of marbles.

ROSE (CONT’D)
Meridian metal. I control it. (her 
gaze slides to the right) And more.

Rose draws the pistol on her hip and fires at the back of the 
saloon. People GASP at her speed.

A second man, hidden in the shadows, drops a pistol he was 
aiming and clutches at his shoulder. Rose raises her left 
hand and makes a pulling gesture. The man is DRAGGED 
screaming across the floor towards her, unable to stop. He 
stops before Rose on his knees. She elevates her hand. A HUM 
fills the air. The man CRIES out. The bullet SPITS out of the 
man’s shoulder with a bloody POP. Rose catches the bullet in 
her waiting palm. 

ROSE (CONT’D)
I can also cast bullets from it. 
Meet Jasper’s brother, Cleatus. 
He’s wanted for the murder of those 
homesteaders, too. That’s a 
thousand dollars you owe me.

Sam GLARES at Rose. He glances around the room. EVERYONE is 
waiting to see what he will do.

SAM
(to Lloyd and Nelson)

Pick these two up and toss them in 
a cell. Get Doc to look at ‘em.

NELSON
But Marshal, they’re Hector’s...

SAM
Are you deaf, old man? I said, get 
these two out of my sight!

The deputies drag the Crane brothers out of the saloon. 

SAM (CONT’D)
(to Rose)

You come with me.

Rose snatches the coins off the crushed table before any of 
the other gamblers can grab them. Following Sam out of the 
hushed saloon, she tosses two to Quincy.
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ROSE
That should cover the damages and 
then some. Try to buy some real 
booze, Quincy. This place is as 
cheap as you are.

EXT. MAIN STREET - DAY

A CROWD has gathered around outside the saloon. Sam pushes 
his way through, crossing the street to the marshal’s office. 
The spectators part for Rose, astonished to see how she’s 
dressed. They watch the pair head for the --

INT. MARSHAL’S OFFICE - DAY

The deputies lead the Crane brothers past a door leading to 
the jail cells. Sam marches inside the office, followed by 
Rose. Noticing the crowd has followed them across the street, 
Sam SLAMS the office door shut and yanks down the window pull 
shades. Through the open door in the back, voices are heard. 

CLEATUS (O.S.)
I need a doctor! The bitch shot me!

ERNEST (O.S.)
Aw shut up, you big baby. We’ll get 
you the doctor.

JASPER (O.S.)
You just wait until Hector hears 
about this!..

Sam slams the door to the jail shut. He turns to Rose, 
snapping his fingers at her.

SAM
What the hell are you pretending to 
be? Come on, take those shooting 
irons off!

ROSE
You don’t get to order me around, 
Sam. I’m a registered bounty hunter 
in the state. 

SAM
You want to be treated like a crazy 
woman? Fine. In my town, I’m the 
law. Take those guns off.
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ROSE
Every man in town carries a gun. A 
woman does your job and this is how 
you treat her?

SAM
(laughs)

My job? I will not be told off by 
some...

Rose sternly eyes him, a warning not to say the word that’s 
forming on his lips. They coldly regard each other as though 
something has come between them.

SAM (CONT’D)
You are not allowed to carry a 
firearm in my town because you’re a 
Meridian and a woman.

ROSE
I’m not handing over my only means 
of defending myself. If I can’t 
trust you to do your job, then I’m 
not trusting you with my life.   

SAM
What is with you?

ROSE
My father was murdered. I know it. 
The town knows it. The villagers 
know it. They’re too afraid of you 
and whoever this Hector is. 

SAM
I do not answer to Hector.

ROSE
Last night, the Crane brothers and 
a couple of their friends rode 
through the refugee village, 
hurting people. They rode back here 
and spent the whole night in the 
saloon. You and your deputies 
didn’t lay a hand on them. Is it 
because you’re ignorant or because 
they’re Hector’s men?

SAM
(sputters)

I don’t have to explain myself to 
you!
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ROSE
What about my father? How could you 
do nothing for him? 

SAM
Your father was a drunk!

ROSE
My father got rip-roaring drunk 
dozens of times! He always managed 
to find his way back home so he 
could hit me. Why didn’t he return 
to the village the night he died?

SAM
Rose...

ROSE
Marshal Samuel Murtaugh. I will not 
leave until I know the truth. 

She pushes past him and heads for the door.

SAM
(shouts after her)

Damn it, you need to stop this 
before you make real trouble.

He draws his pistol. 

ROSE
(not looking behind)

You’re going to shoot me in the 
back, Sam? Is that how the law 
works in Stockton? 

Sam lowers his pistol. 

Rose marches out the door and slams it behind her. The window 
shade on the door rolls up. Through the door glass, the crowd 
SCATTERS in her presence. Ernest and the other deputies 
timidly open the door from the jail cells. 

ERNEST
You okay there, Marshal?

Sam lifts another window blind. He follows Rose with his gaze 
as she heads down the street.

SAM
(holsters gun, annoyed)

Lloyd, take Ernest, Nelson and a 
few others. I want you to disarm 
her. 
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LLOYD
Disarm? Not arrest?

SAM
She’s on some kind of tear, that’s 
all. Just take away her guns and 
the fancy toys. No shooting. No 
hitting. Understand? Do it quiet. I 
don’t want a confrontation in the 
street. People are jumpy enough as 
it is. No one wants to see a woman 
get hurt. Even a Meridian girl.

ERNEST
And if she puts up a fuss?

SAM
If you have enough men, you can de-
claw a cat.  

EXT. MAIN STREET - DAY

Rose heads down the street. Passersby give her a wide berth. 
The undertaker’s shop is suddenly very busy. Arcturos and his 
young son are working hard to build extra boxes. Rose stops 
and checks the reflection in the window of the general store. 
A glint of metal in the window catches her eye and she heads 
inside.

INT. GENERAL STORE - DAY

Rose walks around the well-stocked store which sells 
everything from bags of sugar to a locked case full of 
pistols. The STORE OWNER helps an affluent woman choose a 
piece of fabric for draperies. Other women wait their turn. 
He and the women ignore Rose, who grows impatient...  

ROSE
(to owner)

I want to talk to you...

STORE OWNER
I can refuse service to anyone I 
want. That includes your kind.

Rose pulls a long knife from inside her coat and stabs the 
counter top, cutting the fabric.

ROSE
(to customer)

Is that enough for your table 
doilies, ma’am?
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She and the other women hastily exit the premises. The store 
owner is aghast, until Rose drops several gold coins on the 
counter.

ROSE (CONT’D)
The refugees from the village come 
in here to trade with you for 
supplies. I want you to bring me 
every piece of Meridian metal and 
trinkets you bartered from them.

STORE OWNER
(eyes the coins)

Everything?

ROSE
Everything.

Baskets and buckets of strange-looking objects are put up on 
the counter. Rose picks through them. The store owner even 
takes down the objects displayed in his window: a pair of 
metal gauntlets. Rose smiles at a small Meridian doll, but 
discards it. She finds more steel marbles. The store owner 
drops a bucket filled with pearl-colored stones on the 
counter.

STORE OWNER
These moonstones of yours are 
curious things. If you whistle, 
they glow... 

The man starts to whistle. The louder he whistles, the stones 
glow brighter and brighter...

ROSE
(interrupts)

What do you want for all this? 

The owner looks at the collection on his counter. Greed 
flickers inside his eyes.

STORE OWNER
I paid your people hundreds of 
dollars for this junk. I’d say at 
least five hundred for the lot.

ROSE
You didn’t pay them anything like 
that. You took advantage because 
they were desperate and starving. 
(places a third gold coin on the 
counter) That’s more than what you 
deserve.  
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The store owner tries to take the coins. Rose covers them 
with her hand first.

ROSE (CONT’D)
Have someone take this to my hotel 
room. It’s under the marshal’s 
name.

STORE OWNER
Certainly. Of course. (weakly 
smiles, pockets coins) Pleasure 
doing business with you.

Rose turns to leave the store. She changes her mind, reaches 
across the counter and drags the store owner towards her by 
his shirt collar.

ROSE
When I was a child, I wanted to buy 
sweets from you because the 
townspeople’s children did. But you 
wouldn’t sell candy to me or any 
Meridian boy or girl. You said we 
didn’t deserve candy. We deserved 
coal. Like the color of our skin. 
Enjoy your day.

Rose releases him and leaves the shop.

EXT. MAIN STREET - DAY

Noticing the crowd has dispersed and the town has returned to 
normalcy, Rose heads down the street on the wooden walkway.

EXT. ALLEY ALONG MAIN STREET - DAY

Passing the stables, Rose is beset upon by a breathless local 
BOY. 

BOY
Miss Rose! Are you Miss Rose?

ROSE
Where did you come from?

The boy points down a narrow, dim alley between the stables 
and another shop. 

BOY
Someone wants to talk to you. Says 
it’s important. About your daddy.
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ROSE
Is that so? (dubious) Where is he?

BOY
He doesn’t want to talk on the 
street. 

ROSE
(starts to walk away)

Then tell him to come to the hotel.

BOY
Miss Rose, he won’t! (tugs on her 
hand, pulls her back) He’s says if 
you don’t talk to him right now, 
he’s gonna leave town! 

She reaches in her pocket and hands the boy a dollar coin.

ROSE
That’s a mighty convincing tale. 
Now I want you to get away from 
here, as far as you can. 

The boy doesn’t need to be told twice. He runs off. Rose 
barely conceals a smile as she walks down the alley.

EXT. ALLEY - DAY

ROSE
(aloud)

I’m so desperate to know what 
happened to my daddy...

Ernest emerges from behind a crate, pistol drawn and aimed at 
her. 

ERNEST
All right, you’ve had your fun. 
Unhook the belt and drop those 
guns.

Nelson steps out from behind another set of crates with his 
bushwacker pointed at her head. 

A third DEPUTY with a Winchester rifle enters the alley 
behind her and cocks the weapon. 

A side door opens and Lloyd, with clean shirt, steps into the 
alley. He has no weapon drawn and calmly appeals to Rose.
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LLOYD
Miss Rose. You need to give up your 
guns.

ROSE
Did you boys come up with this all 
by yourselves?

ERNEST
Shut the fuck up. Drop the belt. 

Rose goes to her right holster and slowly removes the nickel-
plated gun. She offers it grip-first to Ernest. 

ROSE
Here. Take it.

ERNEST
I ain’t being no fool. (pulls 
pistol hammer back to cock it) Drop 
the gun and your belt to the 
ground.

ROSE
I’m offering you my gun. Don’t you 
want it?

LLOYD
Miss Rose. Please do as we say. The 
Marshal don’t want you hurt none.

ROSE
Sam put you up to this? He couldn’t 
do it, so he sent the four of you? 

ERNEST
I said drop your guns!

DEPUTY WITH RIFLE
Let me put her down!

ROSE
(raises her voice)

I’d be careful of crossfire, boys. 
It’s awfully narrow in here.

ERNEST
Just do what I told you to do!

ROSE
I’m handing you my gun. 

DEPUTY WITH RIFLE
I can shoot her from right here.
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LLOYD
The Marshal said no shooting! He 
doesn’t want her hurt.

ROSE
(smiles at Lloyd)

How kind of him.

ERNEST
(to deputy with rifle)

Don’t shoot! 

NELSON
Let me do it. Her head’s right in 
front of me.

ERNEST
(screaming at Nelson)

What did I just say? 

ROSE
I don’t like being threatened, 
Lloyd. You know that, right?

Lloyd realizes what she means. He shuts his eyes.

LLOYD
Oh shit.

DEPUTY WITH RIFLE
(aims)

Fuck the Marshal. All we have to 
say is that we killed her in self-
defense...

Without looking behind, Rose draws the other gun from the 
holster on her left hip and fires at the man with the rifle. 
The gun emits a sharp WHINE. A crackling bolt of blue 
lightning LANCES through the deputy. The deputy looks down. 
There’s a hole in his chest so large Ernest, Lloyd and Nelson 
can see clear through him to the street. The deputy falls 
backwards, the rifle still in his hands. Rose SPINS the 
Schofield pistol around in her right hand. She fires twice in 
quick succession. 

Ernest and Nelson fall dead.

ROSE
(holsters both guns)

Lloyd?

Lloyd opens his eyes and looks around. He’s alive. A stain 
appears in the crotch of his trousers and spreads.
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LLOYD
(weakly)

Yes, Miss Rose?

ROSE
Better get the Marshal. (checks) 
You might want to change your pants 
first.

EXT. OUTSIDE ALLEY ALONG MAIN STREET - CONTINUOUS  

A CROWD, much bigger than before, has formed outside the 
alley on the street. It’s shoulder-to-shoulder men and women. 

Sam, accompanied by Lloyd (wearing a new pair of pants), 
pushes his way through.

SAM
Coming through! Get out of the way!

EXT. ALLEY

Sam marches down the alley, followed by Lloyd. He comes to 
the prone bodies of Ernest and Nelson. He gently prods 
Ernest’s corpse. 

SAM
My daddy would whip me for all the 
cursing that’s going around inside 
my head right now. (to Lloyd) 
Didn’t I say no shooting? 

LLOYD
She wouldn’t listen, Marshal.

SAM
(sniffs the air)

What in the world is that smell?

His nose directs him back the way he came. He finds the third 
man with a gaping, cauterized hole in his chest.

SAM (CONT’D)
(unnerved)

Did you see what did this to him?

LLOYD
(lies, sort of)

I wasn’t looking that way.

Sam stares at the rifle clenched in the man’s hands. He looks 
back at the two other dead men. They are holding their guns.
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SAM
God damn. She killed three armed 
men at close range in self defense. 

LLOYD
She’s like a plague of some kind.

At that familiar-sounding word, Sam WHIPS his head at Lloyd.

SAM
I’ve known Rose my entire life. She 
is not that. Do you hear me?

LLOYD
Yes, sir!

SAM
Get Arcturos the undertaker over 
here. (points to dead deputy with 
hole in chest) Find something to 
cover him up! No one’s to see that!

Sam storms out of the alley to speak to the FRIGHTENED crowd.

TOWNSPERSON ONE
She shot up Quincy’s place. 
Now three deputies are dead!

TOWNSPERSON TWO
You can’t let some Meridian 
girl run wild among us!

SAM
(shouts over them)

Folks, I understand your concerns. 
It’ll be handled. Now if one of you 
would kindly point out which way 
she went...? 

An armed man trots up astride a horse. He lets the horse push 
and shove some of the townspeople out of the way so he can 
directly talk down to Sam.

PINKERTON
Mister Hector wants to talk to you.

SAM
I’m a little busy right now...

PINKERTON
No shit, Marshal. Now.

EXT. HECTOR’S MANSION - DAY

Rising prominently at the end of main street is the largest 
private home in Stockton. 
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The two-story structure has  painted shingles, rose bushes, 
and a brick walkway surrounded by a wrought-iron fence and 
several Pinkerton guards.   

Sam is permitted to walk past the wrought-iron gate. He 
ascends the stairs. The front door is opened by a Pinkerton 
guard. Sam walks into --

INT. HECTOR’S PRIVATE OFFICE - DAY

The room is adorned with fine wood paneling, upholstered 
furnishings and a brass nautical clock TICKING on the 
fireplace mantle.

Hector sits behind a desk. Wealthy and old, the man dusts a 
tin model of a large mining drill mounted on train wheels 
with a handkerchief.    

Sam remains standing, his hat respectfully held in his hands.

HECTOR
I’m hearing stories about violence 
in our town, Marshal. 

SAM
It’s Captain Zhen’s daughter. 

HECTOR
So she came back to Stockton after 
all. And you didn’t think she 
would. 

SAM
I hadn’t heard from her in over 
five years. I didn’t think she 
cared any more.

HECTOR
Family is important to these 
peoples. 

Hector rises, gestures to an oil painting on the wall 
depicting a U.S. Cavalry attack on an Indian village.

HECTOR (CONT’D)
Take the Indians. Once we 
understood their ways, we could 
control them. Your father had some 
experience with the Indians, didn’t 
he? 
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SAM
I didn’t drop everything I was 
doing to come here and talk to you 
about my father.

HECTOR
I knew the Captain’s daughter would 
come back. What I didn’t expect was 
for her to start shooting up the 
town. You led me to believe you 
knew this girl...

SAM
She’s a little upset, that’s all.

HECTOR
Three of your deputies are dead and 
two of my men are sitting in your 
jail. Does that sound like she’s ‘a 
little upset’ to you?

SAM
I tried it your way, Hector. You 
said telling her about her father’s 
death would make her go limp with 
grief. Make it easy for you to deal 
with her. Instead, she’s lit like a 
piece of dynamite. 

HECTOR
You’d rather tell Zhen’s daughter 
the truth?

SAM
I’d rather not get involved in your 
messes, Hector. All because of some 
stupid map. 

HECTOR
It’s not just some stupid map! You 
saw what those odd Meridian gizmos 
she has can do. Magical metal, 
levitating off the ground!

SAM
It’s a trick. I’ve seen it before. 
All the Meridian have got left are 
stories. One fable says there were 
these men called stone-lifters. 
They could lift a thousand pound 
slab of rock wearing a pair of 
metal armbands....
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HECTOR
The stories are true! And that’s 
only a taste! Hidden out there are 
even-more powerful devices that 
will turn this great country of 
ours into the greatest force to be 
reckoned with for the new century!  

SAM
(not impressed)

Or flatten the town.

HECTOR
(terse)

Need I remind you that Stockton is 
our town? You’re the marshal. I 
made sure of that. But if you can’t 
rein in this girl, I’ll do it my 
way.

SAM
Damn it, Hector! No one lays a hand 
on her. Understand? 

HECTOR
I see. They say Justice is supposed 
to be blind, Marshal. Perhaps the 
Captain’s daughter has made you a 
little too blind?  

Sam returns his hat to his head and says NOTHING.

HECTOR (CONT’D)
Just bring the girl to me.

SAM
You’re making a mistake with Rose. 
Just like you did with her father.

Sam leaves the man’s office. The Pinkerton who brought him 
stands outside the door. 

Sam doesn’t like being eavesdropped on.

SAM (CONT’D)
You get all that, goon?

The Pinkerton waits until Sam leaves before stepping inside 
Hector’s domain.

HECTOR
(lights a pipe)

Gather up some men and pay a visit 
to the village. 

(MORE)
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Those people will know where to 
find the Captain’s daughter. But 
remember. I don’t want her hurt. 
She has to be able to read and 
speak.  

PINKERTON
Sure thing.

He turns, but Hector calls him back.

HECTOR
Hold on. I’ve got an even better 
idea. Wait for the Marshal to leave 
town. (smiles) Then get the Crane 
brothers out of jail. I’m sure 
they’re itching to find her.

FADE TO:

EXT. SAILING SHIP IN THE DESERT - DAY - CONTINUOUS

A bizarre silhouette rises from the horizon. A wooden sailing 
ship, with masts and rigging, rests on several rusting 
flatbed railroad cars on an abandoned spur. 

The weather and sun have not been kind. One mast is split and 
fallen over. The wooden hull is cracked. Structural members 
are collapsing on one side. Surprisingly--     

A colorful rectangle of fabric is caught in the breeze from 
one of the masts, a remembrance from Zhen’s own sailing ship. 

Dumas walks up a sagging wooden gangway that reaches the -- 

EXT. SAILING SHIP, MAIN DECK

Gasping from exertion, the elder glances around. He walks the 
rotting deck and finds a set of stairs. He descends --

INT. SAILING SHIP, BELOW DECK

Dumas peers into the muted darkness. Light filters through 
cracked seams in the decking above. 

A breeze passes through the room. It spins the WHISTLING 
propeller of a moonstone sea lantern, bringing a GLOW to the 
room. 

HECTOR (CONT'D)
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Rose is seated at a table surrounded by buckets of 
complicated brass and other strange fittings, her gun belts 
nearby. She adjusts one of the metal gauntlets on her arm. 
Beside the table is her father’s sea chest.

DUMAS
What has become of you, Rose Sha 
Wei? You look like one of them!

Rose activates the gauntlets. A strong HUM fills the room. 
Standing, she walks to the sea chest and easily hefts it over 
her head. She put the chest down. 

Walking to one of the walls, she draws back and punches it. 
Her fist drives through the wood as though it was paper.

DUMAS (CONT’D)
You would use our tools as weapons?

ROSE
No Meridian lifts stone anymore, 
old man. Arcturos makes coffins 
instead of carvings. The girls of 
the village make beds and cook in 
the hotel. Our people live as 
servants for others. 

DUMAS
But to use violence to resolve your 
father’s death? It’s not our way!

ROSE
To hell with our ways! I will do 
whatever is necessary. My father 
saved every one of us. He gave us 
our lives. Don’t you understand?

DUMAS
I do understand. I understand that 
you still love your father.

ROSE
Of course I still love him! (takes 
off the gauntlets and slams them 
down on the table) The drunker he 
got, the worse he got. The hitting! 
The shoving! I wanted to help him, 
but he wouldn’t let me!  

DUMAS
Then you and he are the same. Torn 
apart from the inside. Caught 
between what is right and what is 
necessary. 

(MORE)
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Your father did what was necessary 
to help us. (nods at the guns on 
table) But he would never do this. 

ROSE
You’d better get away from here, 
old man. I killed three of the 
marshal’s men. He’s going to come 
for me. 

DUMAS
Yes, it’s true. Samuel Murtaugh is 
looking for you. But he is alone. 
He wants to talk to you. 

ROSE
Oh really?

SAM (O.S.)
Really.

Sam leans against the doorway, hands on his vest and not on 
his pistol.

Rose eyes the gun belt on the table, a few steps out of her 
reach. Sam shakes his head.

SAM (CONT’D)
I just came to talk.

ROSE
(scoffs)

Thanks, Dumas. You brought him 
straight here. Remind me to have 
the Stockton Ladies Auxiliary bake 
you a cake.

Dumas heads up the creaking stairs to the main deck.

DUMAS
Not everyone is your enemy, 
daughter of Aurelis Zhen.

Sam waits for Dumas to leave, his footsteps CREAKING on the 
deck over their heads.

SAM
Don’t blame him. I knew I’d find 
you out here. I just wanted Dumas 
to speak to you first before you 
blasted me into a crater.

DUMAS (CONT'D)
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ROSE
I wouldn’t blast you into a crater. 
Your men on the other hand...

SAM
Where did you learn to shoot like 
that? And what the hell did you do 
to Thomason, or what’s left of him?

ROSE
Maybe you need to hire fewer 
assholes?

SAM
God, Rose. (chuckles, looks up) My 
father is rolling in his grave.

ROSE
What did Lloyd have to say? He was 
the only witness.

SAM
Lloyd didn’t need to say anything. 
Every man you shot was holding a 
gun. They did exactly what I told 
them not to do. You acted in self 
defense.

ROSE
(surprised)

You’re not going to arrest me? 
Three of your men are dead and 
you’re just turning the other 
cheek? What does the rest of the 
town have to say about that?

SAM
That this has got to stop. You’re 
not helping anyone by walking 
around threatening folks and 
shooting up the town... 

ROSE
...And doing your job?

SAM
(bristles)

My job is to keep the peace! 

Sam calms himself down by walking from one end of the room to 
the other.
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SAM (CONT’D)
We really liked playing around this 
old wreck. You used to boss me 
around all the time, pretending to 
be the captain and I was the crew. 
All the crew! I mean, how unfair 
was that?

ROSE
My father told me a wealthy banker 
wanted to bring this ship to Lake 
Tahoe. But the man lost his 
fortune. The railroad left the ship 
out here to rot. My father used to 
obsess over this ship. It was as 
close as he could come to the life 
he had. He would come out here and 
fix the decks or the rigging, for 
no reason at all. 

SAM
I guess it reminded him of the sea.

Rose kicks the sea chest with the toe of her boot.

ROSE
But we’re nowhere near the sea. 
Which is why he gave up on it. He 
realized this ship was folly. Sam, 
we can reminisce about playing 
pirates all day. But my father 
didn’t wander out into the desert 
and die from exposure. My father 
was murdered. One way or another, I 
am going to keep peeling back the 
scab covering this town until I 
know the truth!

SAM
(relents)

Then Hector’s the man you want to 
talk to.

ROSE
Hector. The man whose name is on 
every sign in town? Dumas talked 
about a business deal between my 
father and him. It didn’t end well.

SAM
It was your father who broke the 
deal.
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ROSE
So your boss sends the Crane 
brothers and a company of his men 
to the village, killing animals, 
setting homes on fire and hurting 
everyone? For what reason?

SAM
Hector’s not my... (stops himself) 
He just wants what’s owed him. 
Something about a map. A map only 
your father could read.

ROSE
That’s why my father was killed?

SAM
That’s the business between your 
father and Hector. He just wants to 
talk to you. That’s all. You talk 
to him and his men go away.

ROSE
How about I go up to Hector, kill 
him, and he and his men go away?

SAM
Rose! I’m offering you the only  
solution here. 

ROSE
You let this man run his men 
through the village like a pack of 
wild dogs. Aren’t you supposed to 
protect the people? All the people? 

SAM
I uphold the law. Hector has the 
law on his side. 

ROSE
Which means you are on his side.

SAM
I’m on no one’s side. I’m smack in 
the middle! Just talk to him. End 
this dispute. Your people won’t be 
bothered no more.  

Rose takes up her guns and belts them around her waist.

ROSE
No.
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SAM
Why the hell not?

ROSE
I came back to find out why my 
father is dead. Not to talk to a 
man about a map. I’m not talking to 
anyone. 

SAM
Rose...!

ROSE
And if you won’t help me (glares at 
him) stand aside.

SAM
We made a world for ourselves. 
(walks up to her) A place just for 
us. Don’t say you forgot. Don’t 
tell me it meant nothing.

ROSE
(quietly)

I’ve forgotten nothing.

SAM
God how I missed you. When you came 
back to Stockton, I hoped it was 
for me.

ROSE
I came back for me. (pushes him 
away) You’d do anything for this 
Hector, wouldn’t you? Well do this 
for me. I want my father’s killer. 

Sam rubs the whiskers on his chin, then nods. He climbs the 
stairs up to the main deck.

SAM
(calls down)

Only Hector knows what happened to 
your father. Talk to him.

Rose remains defiant. 

The sea chest was pushed after she kicked it with her boot. 
She lifts the chest lid open, rummages around inside. From 
within she withdraws a moonstone necklace, examining each on 
the string with fondness. She playfully WHISTLES and each one 
emits a faint glow.
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Looking down inside the chest with the newfound light, she 
finds several rolled-up pieces of parchment. She puts the 
necklace down and selects a parchment. 

She unrolls the map across the table, holding one corner down 
using one of her pistols. 

The map is of the seas and several unfamiliar islands. The 
light is too dim inside the cabin for her read. 

Closer inspection of the map reveals lettering which makes no 
sense, but some of the figures look familiar to Rose. She 
unravels the back of her shirt cuff. The imagery on the back 
of her hands and forearms resembles the marks on the map.

CAPTAIN ZHEN (V.O.)
(fading)

These marks are the gifts of the 
Mapmakers...

ROSE
(shakes her head)

A map only my father can read...

BOOT STEPS return to the deck over her head. 

Rose snatches up her gun, wary.

SAM (O.S.)
(shouts down)

Rose! You better get up here!

Rose rolls the map up. She climbs the stairs up to--

EXT. SAILING SHIP, MAIN DECK - DAY

Sam stands by the ship’s rail and points. Rose joins him.

Off in the distance, a finger of black smoke curls up from 
the refugee village.

SAM
Hector’s men are looking for you.

ROSE
Damn it, Sam. Now are you going to 
do your job?

SAM
C’mon! (motions to the gangplank) 
We’ll get there faster on my horse.

Rose heads back down below decks.
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SAM (CONT’D)
Where are you going?

ROSE (O.S.)
Getting a few things!

EXT. REFUGEE VILLAGE - DAY - CONTINUOUS

Rose hangs on to Sam as they ride up to the village. 

SCREAMS fill the air, along with GUNFIRE. 

The villagers are in panic. Some are chased by men on 
horseback. Others fight a fire that has engulfed one of the 
shanties with buckets of sand.

Rose jumps off the horse before Sam even stops...

SAM
Rose, stay with me! Let me do this!

Rose heads for a gap between the shanties, ducking underneath 
a line of laundry.

Sam unslings a rifle from his saddle bag, cocks it and knees 
the horse to go through the front entrance to the village.

SAM (CONT’D)
I said let me handle this! 

EXT. ROW OF SHANTIES

Rose emerges and sees Meridian children and women RUNNING 
past her. 

Slumped over in the dirt before her house is Dumas. A 
Pinkerton stands over him, armed with a club. He wears a 
bandana to hide his face.

PINKERTON WITH CLUB
Where is she?

ROSE
(screams)

Leave him alone!

PINKERTON WITH CLUB
(calls out)

She’s here! We flushed her out!
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Rose unleashes a metal ball from her palm and flicks her left 
hand. The musket-sized ball SLAMS into the man’s midsection, 
driving him backwards and into the ground with a GROAN.

A quartet of masked Pinkertons come around one shanty armed 
with clubs. They’re accompanied by the lead PINKERTON riding 
on horseback.

PINKERTON ON HORSE
There she is!

Rose runs across the dirty road, encouraging the men to chase 
after her and leave Dumas and the other villagers alone. 

EXT. GAP BETWEEN SHANTIES

Rose takes several moonstones from her pocket and scatters 
them behind her in the dirt. Using her other hand, she 
removes a steel whistle dangling from a length of cord around 
her neck.

She spins around and stops. 

The four men enter the gap, encouraged by the man on 
horseback.

PINKERTON ON HORSE
Grab her! The boss don’t want her 
hurt!

The men start towards her.

She puts the whistle to her lips and blows HARD. The men hold 
their ears as they advance.

The moonstones in the dirt GLOW brighter and brighter until-- 

They EXPLODE around the men. Dirt and sand ERUPT. Some of the 
men are blinded. Another grabs his leg and HOWLS in pain.

EXT. ROW OF SHANTIES

Sam turns the corner on his horse. He FIRES his rifle in the 
air and then aims it at the lead Pinkerton.

SAM
That’s enough! Call your men off!

PINKERTON ON HORSE
This ain’t none of your concern, 
Marshal.
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Another group of thugs JUMP Sam from all sides. They drag him 
off his horse.

The Pinkerton turns his attention back to Rose--

She tosses a moonstone at him -- BLOWS the whistle. 

The stone EXPLODES near his head. The man falls off his 
horse, his face pelted with jagged slivers of rock.

Rose runs out of the gap. The men who jumped Sam are beating 
him with their clubs.

Rose launches a metal ball with her hand. She sends it 
bouncing off the skull of one of the thugs, lets it ricochet 
off the club-wielding hand of another, then follows it up 
with a strike to the groin of a third thug. The third man 
CRIES OUT, but no sound comes from his mouth.

Sam gets his rifle back. He cracks the stock against the jaw 
of one man still holding a club.

SAM
(points past Rose)

Look out!

Rose turns around as a lasso of rope falls over her and drops 
to her legs. 

Jasper Crane rides past on horseback with a rope in his hand. 

The lasso tightens around her boots and YANKS Rose off her 
feet. She drops the Meridian metal ball in her hand. 

She’s dragged, by her legs, down the street.

JASPER
(crows)

You belong to me now, sweet thing!

SAM
Rose!

Sam lifts his rifle to intervene but he’s CRACKED on the 
skull from behind by Cleatus Crane.

CLEATUS
I don’t like your jail none, 
Marshal!
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EXT. REFUGEE VILLAGE, FURTHER OUT

Rose is dragged out of the village, across sand and rocks, by 
Jasper. 

JASPER
(laughing behind him)

Boss said you had to read and talk! 
He didn’t say nuthin’ about you 
being able to walk!

Bouncing along, Rose tries to cut the rope with a knife but 
it drops from her hands. 

She looks at her forearms. She’s wearing the bracers. 

Spying a slightly-raised outcropping of rock ahead, Rose 
plants her boots on the rock. Bending her knees, she’s able 
to lean forward and reach the rope tied around her boots. 

She grabs the slack with both hands and PULLS--

Jasper is YANKED backwards off his horse, saddle and all. 

He lands upside-down hard against a rock. 

Filthy and badly-bruised, Rose pulls the rope off her boots.

Villagers assemble outside the shanties, watching the 
confrontation between Rose and Jasper. He HOWLS as he writhes 
the ground.

JASPER (CONT’D)
My neck! You broke my neck!

ROSE
That’s too bad. I was hoping you’d 
break something else.

A bullet RICOCHETS off the ground at Rose’s feet. She spins 
around and sees Cleatus aiming a pistol at her.

CLEATUS
You just full of surprises, aren’t 
you? Get your hands up! (looks past 
Rose) Jasper? You okay there?

JASPER
(writhing on the ground)

My neck! I can’t get up!

ROSE
Man can’t even ride a horse.
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Cleatus catches Rose going for her gun. He pivots his arm and 
FIRES at the gathering villagers. A bullet WHIZZES over their 
heads. They COWER and DUCK. 

Some try to run, but they are corralled by Pinkerton goons.

Cleatus aims his pistol at the villagers.

CLEATUS
Go ahead. Just try to shoot me. 

ROSE
Leave them alone!

CLEATUS
Drop them guns in the dirt. You’re 
coming with us.

Rose lifts her pistols out of their holsters and tosses them 
in the dirt.

CLEATUS (CONT’D)
Now get them hands up! No more of 
that witchcraft!

Rose raises her hands and flicks her left wrist--

ROSE
It’s not... (shakes her head) Why 
do I even bother? You’re too stupid 
to understand...

A Meridian steel ball passes THROUGH Cleatus’ extended arm 
with a bloody POP, just as she did before with his shoulder.  

CLEATUS
(drops gun)

Son of a bitch! Not again!

Cleatus reaches down for the fallen gun. Rose directs the 
ball to hit him from different directions. He swats at the 
thing as though it was an angry hornet.

CLEATUS (CONT’D)
Stop that, you God-damn whore!

Rose changes the angle of the metal ball and sends it flying 
down Cleatus’ open mouth. 

Eyes wide in surprise, he SWALLOWS the ball and GAGS on it.

The Pinkertons and the villagers GAPE.

Rose raises her left palm. She GESTURES. 
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ROSE
The truth can be pretty hard to 
swallow.

The ball tears through the man’s insides. Cleatus falls to 
the ground. He’s in AGONY. 

He rips open his shirt, trying to follow the thing that’s 
bouncing around inside him. Pucker marks appear on his chest 
and stomach. 

The ball LIFTS Cleatus up off the ground. He SHAKES and 
TREMBLES violently. It reaches the inside of his skull.

JASPER
What are you doin’ to my brother?

Rose CLENCHES her palm into a fist.

ROSE
Obliging him to hell.

The ball EXPLODES from the top of the man’s skull. 

Cleatus falls to the ground, dead.

SAM (O.S.)
Rose! 

Sam STAGGERS up, holding a goose egg-sized lump on the side 
of his head. He holds the Pinkertons at rifle point.

Rose lifts her palm and the dripping red steel ball returns 
to her gloved hand. 

JASPER
(on his knees)

She killed my brother! That witch 
killed my brother!

Rose sends the ball BOUNCING off Jasper’s skull. He drops to 
the ground, unconscious.

The Pinkertons warily eye her. Hands drop to guns...

Sam SHOVES the lead Pinkerton, his face all bloodied, in the 
back with his rifle.

SAM
Take your men back to town! 

PINKERTON
There’s only one of you, Marshal, 
and all of us.
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The Pinkertons outnumber Sam and Rose. They refuse to budge. 

Dumas hobbles forward. He takes Rose by the shoulder.

The villagers move to SURROUND Rose, surprising her. They 
form a wall between the Pinkertons and her. 

DUMAS
You will not take her.

Dumas and the others lead Rose back inside the village.

SAM
(to Pinkerton)

Explain that to your boss.

FADE TO:

INT. HECTOR’S PRIVATE OFFICE - DAY

Jasper and several Pinkertons, still filthy and beaten-up, 
stand before Hector. Jasper has a bandage tied around his 
neck.

Hector disregards them, content with the view from his 
mansion office’s window. The brass nautical clock on the 
mantle TICKS.

Sam stands in a darkened corner, arms folded across himself.

HECTOR
Fine work, gentlemen. 

JASPER
(his voice is hoarse)

You want us to go back, sir?

HECTOR
Don’t you think you’ve done enough, 
boy? 

JASPER
She killed my brother. She turned 
him inside out!

HECTOR
I’m not interested in your 
problems, Jasper. Now get the hell 
out, all of you, before I send you 
to count rocks down in the mines.

The men, heads bowed, leave the room single-file.
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SAM
Just a sec.

He stops Jasper and puts a pair of cuffs on his wrists.

SAM (CONT’D)
Deputy Lloyd’s outside. He’s 
putting you back in your cell. 

JASPER
Cleatus wouldn’t be dead if it 
hadn’t been for you. You were 
helpin’ that girl! (to Hector) 
That’s what he did!

SAM
You leave your cell again, and I’ll 
have Arcturos put you in a pine box 
right next to your brother’s. 

Jasper spits on Sam’s boots, then follows the rest of the 
Pinkertons out. 

Sam shuts the door and addresses Hector, leaning on his desk.

SAM (CONT’D)
You went behind my back. You took 
prisoners out of my jail. You 
ordered your goon squad to run wild 
through the refugee village. You 
keep this up and it won’t be Rose 
who’ll be paying you a visit, but 
the Army.

HECTOR
Is the Marshal telling me that he 
cannot maintain law and order?

SAM
This hasn’t got anything to do with 
law and order. Rose Zhen doesn’t 
want to talk to you about some map! 
She made your men look like a bunch 
of fools. Now you’ve turned the 
entire refugee village against you!

HECTOR
I’ve sent a telegram to the state’s 
attorney general regarding this 
matter.
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SAM
(relieved)

Finally. A little sense goes a long 
way.

HECTOR
He agrees with me that the Meridian 
people are a danger to the safety 
of Stockton and its important 
mining interests.

SAM
What are you talking about? They’re 
a peaceful people. They’ve lived 
and worked alongside us for years.

HECTOR
So were the Cheyenne. The Sioux. 
The Choctaw. They all rebelled. If 
he was still alive, your father 
would appreciate what I mean.

SAM
What did you do?

HECTOR
It’s time the Meridian were moved 
from Stockton. Or rather, removed.

He presents Sam with a telegram.

HECTOR (CONT’D)
They’re on their way here. Colonel 
Edgarton and his men. The 
Regulators.

SAM
Edgar Edgarton? The colonel who 
broke up that miners strike in 
Colorado? Shot dead a union 
organizer on the streets of St. 
Louis? Dynamited a church full of 
people?

HECTOR
Those were anarchists undermining 
proper authority. All of them. 

SAM
No. Those people were standing in 
the way of rich men.  
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HECTOR
(takes the telegram)

The colonel will have full legal 
authority to clear out the 
refugees. You have to follow his 
orders, Marshal. He’ll settle this. 

SAM
(disbelief)

You hired a thug who’s even worse 
than your railroad goons and the 
Crane brothers? Do you realize 
what’s going to happen when they 
get here?   

Hector rises from his desk.

HECTOR
I haven’t even gotten started. 
Follow me.

The two men maneuver through the mansion’s corridors. 

Hector pushes open a steel door that leads to a --

INT. CARRIAGE HOUSE - DAY

Inside is an early automobile. An object draped with a tarp 
sits beside it.

HECTOR
This came on the noon train.

He grabs one end of the tarp and pulls it off, revealing --

A Maxim water-cooled machine gun standing on a tripod. 

SAM
Lord in Heaven! What is this for?

HECTOR
Insurance. The Regulators and this 
will guarantee I get what I want. 
And I always get what I want.

SAM
You don’t get me, Hector. 

Sam heads for the carriage house doors and pushes them open.
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HECTOR (O.S.)
(calls out)

Don’t forget your part in all this, 
Murtaugh. The daughter of Captain 
Zhen will read that map for me!

Sam grimly marches out.

EXT. REFUGEE CAMP - NIGHT

The villagers clean up, repairing fire pits and animal pens. 
The fires have been extinguished. A shanty is raised back in 
place. 

Children RUSH about catching SQUEALING piglets and SQUAWKING 
chickens. They run past --

EXT. DUMAS’ HOUSE - NIGHT

His shanty is an improvised dwelling with walls taken from 
old boxcars and tin plates for a roof. Smoke WISPS from a 
chimney. Several children stand up on their toes, trying to 
look inside past the rippled window glass --

INT. DUMAS' HOUSE, SITTING ROOM - NIGHT

Books are everywhere. Seated at a table, Rose mends her 
blouse with a needle and thread while Magdah applies a salve 
to the injuries on her shoulders, neck and back.  

ROSE
You don’t have to bother...

MAGDAH
Hector’s goons destroyed my house. 
Shot my pig. You saved me and 
everyone here. The daughter of Zhen 
deserves our thanks.

ROSE
Well if you don’t have a house, you 
can live in mine.

MAGDAH
I can?

ROSE
I found you living there when I got 
here. Just take care of my parents’ 
things. Don’t sell them.
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MAGDAH
I will try not to.

ROSE
Good enough for me. (watches Dumas 
rifling though rolled papers.) What 
are you doing?

DUMAS
This is the history of our people. 

ROSE
It’s a mess.

DUMAS
So is our history. Meridia hid 
itself from the world, but we still 
sent out explorers to find new 
lands and meet new peoples. That 
knowledge was passed on to the 
Mapmakers, like your father.    

Dumas unrolls a map across the table in front of Rose.

ROSE
Is this the map Hector wants me to 
read?

DUMAS
No. But its time you understood the 
Mapmakers. (points to lettering) 
This is our language. (points to 
strange forms) These block forms 
are the marks of The Mapmakers. 
They are entirely different.

ROSE
(reveals her bare arm)

I know about them. I just don’t 
know what they mean.

DUMAS
The knowledge gathered by The 
Mapmakers was carefully guarded 
using this secret language. Any 
pirate or nation could steal our 
maps, but never read them. Your 
father meant to teach you, but he 
changed his mind.

ROSE
Why?
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DUMAS
Not long after we settled in this 
village, your father realized how 
dangerous and backward the people 
here are. 

ROSE
You mean the Preacher Murtaugh?

Dumas points to the map laid before them.

DUMAS
Our people were exploring long 
before there was an America. They 
sailed by the stars and the moon. 
Your father found something of 
importance on one of these maps. 

ROSE
The solution to all our problems? 
You mean besides our people being 
poor and denied the vote? (slowly 
realizes) If our people were 
explorers, they may have left 
behind supplies. A cache, hidden 
all these years, marked on a map?

DUMAS
A map that could only be read by a 
Mapmaker. Your father.

Rose looks at the gauntlets and the metal-controlling glove 
on the table.

ROSE
Not just supplies. Our science? 

DUMAS
Your father realized Hector was not 
to be trusted. Our science could be 
turned into terrible weapons. So 
your father broke his arrangement 
with Hector. 

ROSE
It must have driven him mad, (gazes 
at map) being so close...

DUMAS
Now maybe you understand your 
father’s pain? He had this great 
responsibility while the people 
around him suffered. 
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ROSE
So he went out into the desert at 
night looking for this cache? (in 
disbelief) You’re saying that he 
pretended to be drunk? He started 
fights, made himself look like a 
drunken fool, so he could slip away 
without anyone knowing?

Dumas quietly rolls up the map.

DUMAS
I only guessed after I found his 
liquor bottles filled with water. 
He quit drinking after you left. He 
said he was doing this -- (holds up 
map) all of this -- for our people. 
He hoped, one day, you would return 
and forgive him. 

ROSE
Did someone else find out what he 
was doing? Is that why he died?

DUMAS
Nothing is certain, Sha Wei.   

INT. DUMAS’ HOUSE, LATER

Rose sits at the table in the dark, listening. She keeps her 
pistol close and watches the moonlight passing through the 
window. 

ROSE
(murmurs)

“They sailed by the stars and the 
moon...”

Seeing how bright the moon is, she unrolls the map across the 
table. 

The moonlight passes over it. 

The block-shapes start to MOVE. 

Rose is astounded. The seas ROIL and MOVE. Ships SAIL, blown 
across the map on imaginary WINDS. Islands FLOURISH with 
greenery and waterfalls.   

There are animals: large snakes, sloths, reptiles, crocodiles 
and kangaroos. There are also men moving across the land.
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Rose pulls the map out of the moonlight. The movement on the 
page ceases. 

She finds a moonstone lantern and closes the window shutters, 
blocking the moonlight. 

Placing a moonstone inside the lantern, she blows on the 
propeller, which emits a low WHISTLE. The stone’s eerie light 
is amplified by the lantern glass...  

The map’s curious illustrations spring to life once more.

Rose GIGGLES at the discovery and throws open the window 
shutters.

ROSE (CONT’D)
Of course. The moon! The sailor’s 
guide. My father was a sailor! An 
explorer! A mapmaker!

FADE TO:

EXT. RAILROAD STATION - DAY

A locomotive pulling passenger and freight cars arrives in 
Stockton. The conductor steps down off the first passenger 
car with a box in his hand. He sets up the stool so 
passengers can debark and climb aboard.

A grim-looking man wearing a flat Stetson, a suit and tie, 
and a long tan duster steps off the passenger car and on to 
the platform. 

The man assesses the station and waits. His eyes are 
colorless and devoid of emotion.

He is joined by six similarly-dressed men. They wear an 
assortment of hats and facial hair, but they all resemble the 
first man: they are professional killers. 

The head Pinkerton, his face bandaged, steps towards them.

PINKERTON
Are you Colonel Edgarton?

The man pulls back his duster, reveals a gold star pinned to 
his suit’s lapel.

EDGARTON
Federal Marshal Edgarton. (nods to 
the other men) These here are my 
deputies. The Regulators.
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PINKERTON
(nervous)

Right this way, sir. Mr. Hector’s 
expecting you.

EDGARTON
What happened to you?

PINKERTON
The Meridian girl did this. She’s a 
witch!

EDGARTON
A witch? Way out here? Now I’ve 
heard of everything.

EXT. REFUGEE VILLAGE - DAY

Sam rides up on a horse and leads another by the reins. Both 
horses are fully packed with bedrolls and camping gear.  

He dismounts and leads both horses into the village. Some 
refugees SCATTER for their homes upon sight of him. He heads 
for -- 

EXT. DUMAS' HOUSE

He stops and ties both animals to a nearby animal pen’s post.

SAM
(bangs on door)

Rose? Rose! It’s Sam.

He pushes his way inside--

INT. DUMAS' HOUSE

He nearly walks into the barrel of Rose’s Schofield pistol.

SAM
I said it was me!

ROSE
(points gun away)

Who’d you bring with you this time? 

SAM
Hector is the reason why I came out 
here. We’ve got to leave right now.
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ROSE
Leave? Where are we going?

SAM
(backs out of house)

Get your things. I’ve got two 
horses and plenty of supplies.

ROSE
What for? What the hell is wrong 
with you?

SAM
(lowers his voice)

Hector contacted the state attorney 
general. He’s sending an ex-colonel 
named Edgarton and his men here. 
They’ve just arrived. They’ll be 
heading out this way.

ROSE
So? (spins revolver into holster) 
I’ll deal with them like the 
others.

SAM
These men are not like the others! 
(seizes her by the shoulders) 
Edgarton’s a soldier. A killer. He 
and his men work for anyone who can 
pay. They’ve wiped out more people 
than this entire village! Hector is 
sending them to come for you. And 
he’s got a Maxim gun to use on 
anyone who gets in his way! Anyone!

Rose turns and looks at Dumas.

ROSE
You want me to run away?

SAM
You can’t stay here. Edgarton will 
tear this place apart! Burn it to 
the ground. Kill everyone standing. 
Don’t you see that? (drags her to 
the door) I have horses and enough 
supplies to get us out of here.

ROSE
(stops him)

And what about the people here?
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SAM
(eyes Dumas)

Everyone has to relocate.

DUMAS
Where are we supposed to go?

SAM
I don’t know. I sent a telegram to 
the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

DUMAS
We are not Indians! We are 
Meridian! (points to ground) This 
is our home! We were promised a 
place to live. Not to be forced to 
move again and again.

SAM
I’m sorry. The welcome mat just got 
ripped out for under you. Edgarton 
is a Federal marshal. He’s got the 
authority to move you anywhere he 
pleases. And he might please 
himself to shoot all of you if you 
don’t cooperate! (takes Rose’s arm) 
We have to leave. Now.

Rose yanks her arm back.

ROSE
No!

SAM
This isn’t the time to be stubborn 
and proud. You need to listen to 
me!

ROSE
No! (takes a step back) Do you 
think by dragging me around on a 
horse that you’re saving me? I 
don’t need saving. These people 
need my help. (looks at Dumas) 
Besides, running will only provoke 
Hector into retribution. I don’t 
want that. Take me to him.

SAM
What? Now you decide to talk to 
him? You could have saved everyone 
a lot of grief...
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ROSE
I’m not talking with him, Sam. I’m 
going to make a deal with him.

Rose walks out --

EXT. DUMAS' HOUSE

Rose unties one of the horses and climbs into the saddle.

ROSE
We ride into town. You take me 
under guard straight to Hector. 
That should be enough for him to 
call off his dogs. 

SAM
You want to do this?

ROSE
You told me I would find the 
answers to my father’s death if I 
talk to Hector. Let’s go talk to 
him.

Sam stares BLANKLY ahead. 

ROSE (CONT’D)
Are you all right?

SAM
I’m fine. (climbs up on horse) Just 
fine.

ROSE
(to Dumas)

Everything will be okay. It’s me he 
wants. I’ll finish this. One way or 
another.

Dumas and the other villagers watch Rose and Sam as they 
gallop off.

EXT. STOCKTON MAIN STREET - DAY - CONTINUOUS

Rose and Sam ride into town together. 

Deputy Lloyd and other townspeople, including the hotel 
owner, his wife, the store clerk and Quincy emerge from their 
businesses and gawk as the two ride by.
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EXT. HECTOR'S MANSION

Sam and Rose ride to the end of the street and up to Hector’s 
home. A dozen Pinkerton guards surround the place, some armed 
with rifles. A few are recognizable from their bandages and 
injuries. 

EXT. HECTOR'S MANSION, FRONT DOOR

Sam and Rose dismount. Their horses are taken away by one of 
the Pinkertons. 

Rose takes the lead. She heads past the gardens and up to the 
front door.

Edgarton emerges, accompanied by two of his deputies. He’s as 
surprised to see Rose and Sam as the men guarding the house. 

EDGARTON
This has got to be the easiest 
apprehension I’ve ever been a party 
to. (tips his hat to Rose) Ma’am.

ROSE
Federal Marshal Edgarton, I 
presume? I wish to speak to Mister 
Hector.

EDGARTON
I’ll ask you to disarm before I let 
you see Mister Hector.

Rose unbuckles her belts and passes them to one of Edgarton’s 
Regulators. The deputy pulls each gun to inspect it.

EDGARTON (CONT’D)
That Schofield is a fine weapon. 
(he is shown the other, strange-
looking gun) What is that supposed 
to be?

Rose reaches inside her coat and pulls out her knife and its 
scabbard.

ROSE
I’m sure a demonstration can be 
arranged. (hands him the weapon)

Edgarton nods towards Rose’s hat. She removes it from her 
head and shows him the inside. It’s empty.
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EDGARTON
Word travels about a dark-skinned 
woman bounty hunter with a fearsome 
reputation.  

ROSE
I sure hope I don’t disappoint.

Rose undoes the shirt cuff around her left wrist. Edgarton is 
intrigued as she unbuckles the black glove with brass 
armbands. She hands it to the surprised deputy.

EDGARTON
You some sort of traveling magic 
show?

Rose reaches inside her pockets and drops several steel balls 
into Edgarton’s palm. A small clutch of pale moonstones is 
added to the pile.

ROSE
Some might say I have more balls 
than any man. 

EDGARTON
What is this? Buckshot? Marbles?

Rose nods towards the injured Pinkerton guards. They do not 
look happy to see her.

ROSE
Ask them. (she spreads her palms) 
That’s everything.

Edgarton opens the front door and gestures for Rose to go 
inside. Sam follows behind.

INT. HECTOR’S PRIVATE OFFICE

Hector is overjoyed to see Rose as she walks in the room.

Sam and Edgarton take places in the room’s corners. 

HECTOR
(takes Rose’s hand)

My dear, Miss Zhen! This is an 
unexpected and delightful pleasure! 
I had hoped you would see to 
reason. I thank Marshal Murtaugh 
for his persistence.

SAM
Wasn’t my idea. 
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HECTOR
May I offer you some tea? Something 
stronger?

ROSE
(removes her hat)

I’m here to talk. So talk.

HECTOR
(jangled)

Well, yes. Yes! Of course!

Hector unlocks a safe by his desk and produces a piece of 
rolled-up parchment. 

HECTOR (CONT’D)
As you can see, I am in possession 
of one of your father’s maps. Your 
father and I had a business 
arrangement...

He lays the map across his desk.

HECTOR (CONT’D)
It’s extremely important to me that 
this map be translated. There is a  
considerable fortune to be found...

Rose SLAMS her hand down on the parchment. 

Hector jumps backward, terrified.

ROSE
My father is dead, sir. And so is 
your accord with him. Since I am 
the only person who can read this 
map, you and I need to come to a 
new accord. Wouldn’t you both 
agree, Marshals?

Edgarton frowns, not understanding her meaning. 

Sam slowly bobs his head.

SAM
Sounds fair to me, Hector. Why 
don’t you hear her out?

HECTOR
Well, well. Fine. I am in awe of 
this young lady’s business acumen. 
She’s just chock full of surprises. 
(motions) Please, Miss. Proceed. 
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ROSE
There will be no more raids on the 
refugee village. You will not force 
them to relocate or leave their 
homes. You will swear before these 
lawmen not to massacre them with 
the Maxim gun in your possession.

HECTOR
(digs into desk)

I have a sworn statement from the 
Bureau of Mines and Mining that I 
have rights to the land where that 
village is. Those people need to be 
moved. By force, if necessary!

ROSE
A meaningless piece of paper from a 
bought politician. That land was 
given to the Meridian people by the 
government twenty years ago. Long 
before you showed up. If you had 
claim to their land, you would have 
exercised it by now. Do we have an 
agreement to the first part of the 
accord or do I walk away?    

Hector falls mute. He tosses the paper back on his desk.

HECTOR
Proceed.

ROSE
I want you to compensate every 
villager for damages and injuries 
on account of your men. Five 
hundred dollars a head should 
suffice.

HECTOR
Five hundred dollars a head??

ROSE
Every man, woman and child. 

HECTOR
(sputters to Sam)

What is she trying to do? Rob me?

SAM
Five hundred dollars sounds fair.
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ROSE
(interrupts)

Do we have an agreement to the 
second part?

HECTOR
The second part? You mean, there’s 
more?

ROSE
The last part is about my father.

Hector regards the map on his desk.

HECTOR
(laughs)

I suppose you want compensation for 
him too, even though he’s dead?

ROSE
There’s no amount of money you can 
pay for him. All I want is from you 
is an answer, in front of these 
duly-sworn lawmen, to one question. 
My father was searching for the 
same thing you were. A cache of 
supplies left behind by Meridian 
explorers who passed through here 
eons ago. The cache could be worth 
nothing.

Rose toys with the map on the desk.

ROSE (CONT’D)
Or, it could contain a fortune. But 
the fact remains that my father was 
killed looking for it. I won’t read 
a thing until you tell me: Who 
killed my father?  

Hector SMIRKS. 

ROSE (CONT’D)
Is something funny?

A pistol COCKS behind Rose’s head. 

HECTOR
My dear Miss Rose, he’s right here 
in this room.

Rose looks behind her. Sam’s pistol is aimed at her head.
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SAM
I told you to come away with me.

ROSE
(bewildered)

You?

HECTOR
(to Rose)

There will be no deal.

Hector nods to Edgarton. 

Edgarton pulls a blackjack from inside his long coat and 
CLUBS her over the head with it.

Rose drops HARD to the floor.

SMASH TO BLACK.

INT. MINING CAMP, WORK SHED - DAY

Her feet off the ground, Rose hangs by her wrists from a rope 
that sways from the rafters. She faces the shed’s open doors.

Rose moans. Her vision is a blur. She sways like a pendulum.

In the bright daylight outside the shed is an exercise 
turnstile meant for horses.

A bucket of water is tossed on her. She shakes and shivers, 
forced into consciousness. She tries to wriggle free from the 
ropes, but she only sways that much more. 

ROSE
Where’s Sam? Where is he? I need to 
talk to him!

Edgarton appears in her limited periphery. 

EDGARTON
You’re going to find talking to me 
a hell of a lot easier than Marshal 
Murtauge. I believe in simplicity. 
Do what I tell you to do and you’ll 
get cut down from there. Don’t do 
what I tell you to do and you’re 
going to wish you were dead. 

Edgarton gestures. One of his deputies brings forward the map 
and unfurls it in front of her.
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EDGARTON (CONT’D)
Well?

ROSE
Go to hell.

Edgarton calls out past the shed’s doors.

EDGARTON
Bring them in!

Pinkerton guards drag in six villagers. Rose GASPS. One of 
them is a frightened Magdah. Another is Arcturos’ son. The 
other four are young and old. The guards tie them by lengths 
of rope to the poles of the exercise turnstile.

EDGARTON (CONT’D)
It used to be a man had to walk the 
horses around this contraption. 
(points to one of the Pinkerton 
guards manning a steam engine) Now 
they practically walk themselves.

The steam engine starts PUFFING. A large rubber belt drives 
pulleys and spools connected to the turnstile’s main shaft.

The turnstile moves, pulling the prisoners along by their 
ropes in an endless circle. Magdah CRIES OUT, frightened.

ROSE
They have nothing to do with this!

Jasper Crane, his neck still wrapped in a bandage, saunters 
up. He takes out his pistol and spools the Colt revolver’s 
chambers, showing Rose. The gun is fully loaded.

EDGARTON
Six bullets. Six villagers. (turns 
to Jasper) Show us what you can do, 
son.

Jasper is excited, watching the villagers walk in a circle.

JASPER
Why it’s like a shootin’ gallery at 
a carnival! (grins at Rose) Which 
one should I shoot first? The old 
lady? The younger lady? The skinny 
kid?

ROSE
(to Edgarton)

I’ll tell you what’s on the map. 
I’ll tell you!
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Jasper takes aim, watching innocents pass in front of him.

EDGARTON
I told you. I deal in simplicity. 
You made your choice. Live with it, 
if you can.

Rose and Magdah’s eyes MEET.

ROSE
Please! NO! NO!

Jasper FIRES. 

Magdah STUMBLES and falls limp to the ground. Rose SCREAMS. 
MAGDAH’s body is dragged on the ground...

JASPER
Lookie that! I got one!

Rose throws her head down and weeps. Marshal Edgarton grabs 
the back of her head and forces her to look again.

EDGARTON
We’re just getting started. 

ROSE
I’m begging! No! Stop this!

Jasper plays with the barrel of his pistol and covers his 
eyes with one hand, turning it into a game. The remaining 
prisoners CRY and SCREAM. 

He FIRES again. The bullet chips the wood turnstile, but 
barely misses Arcturos’ son. 

JASPER
Dang! I missed!

EDGARTON
Four shots left. (to a weeping 
Rose) What do you say?

ROSE
I’ll tell you what’s on the map. 
Just stop it! Leave them alone, you 
bastards!

Edgarton motions to the Pinkerton at the engine. He switches 
the machine off. The processional of prisoners stops.  

The deputy unfurls the map in front of Rose again.
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ROSE (CONT’D)
(crying)

I can’t read it in regular light. I 
need the light of the moon.

EDGARTON
Girl, I don’t have time to wait for 
sunset, let alone the moon.

The Pinkerton turns on the engine and Jasper takes aim again. 
Panicking, Rose sees her guns and other gear sitting on a 
table in the shed.

ROSE
No! Wait! The odd gun from my rig 
has a moonstone inside. I can read 
the map using it!

EDGARTON
A moonstone? 

(to deputy)
Bring that strange gun of hers over 
here.

The deputy finds the weapon and brings it over. Edgarton 
examines it, turning its strange shape over and over in his 
hands. 

EDGARTON (CONT’D)
No tricks now. How do I get this 
moonstone?

ROSE
The handle. Slide it out. It’ll 
fall out in your hand. 

Edgarton works the mechanism and the moonstone falls into the 
palm of his gloved hand. He tosses the gun to the ground.

EDGARTON
Now what? Just remember. You fuck 
with me, I’ll have Jasper gun down 
the rest of them villagers where 
they stand. Then I’ll bring in six 
more. Understand?

ROSE
(sniffling, to deputy)

Hold up the map. 

Rose, despite her voice choked with tears, WHISTLES. 

The moonstone GLOWS in the man’s hand. 
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Edgarton, the deputy and Jasper’s eyes WIDEN -- not only at 
the bizarre stone -- but at the map that TRANSFORMS before 
their eyes. 

The map acts like a living thing. Clouds leave shadows across 
the desert. Fish leap from rivers. Birds soar. 

JASPER
Holy shit! Would you look at that! 
Eagles and fish! I see Indians 
migrating with the buffalo!

EDGARTON
Quiet! (to Rose) It’s a pretty 
nickelodeon show, but what am I 
looking at here?

Rose studies the map. Knowing the location would be close to 
the refugee camp, she studies that region. 

ROSE
(stops whistling)

There. Carbon Canyon. There’s a 
cave hidden behind a wall at the 
end. 

She whistles again. At the end of a box canyon, a caravan of 
figures bearing colorful flags opens a gap in a wall. They 
are Meridian explorers. 

A space appears behind the wall. After a moment, a set of 
swirling figures replaces the cave. 

ROSE (CONT’D)
Find the markings on the canyon 
wall that looks just like these. 
That’s where the cache is. That has 
to be it!

Edgarton drops the moonstone to the ground. The light fades 
from it like a dying lightning beetle.

EDGARTON
Maybe. Maybe not. All this could be 
just a little shadow puppet show. 

ROSE
I’m telling you that’s what the map 
shows! I told you what I could!

EDGARTON
(takes map from deputy)

I’ll show this to Hector. 
(MORE)
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Have him send a survey team out to 
Carbon Canyon. Tell him what to 
look for.

Edgarton and the deputy leave the shed. 

Rose shouts out to them.

ROSE
Edgarton, I did what you wanted. I 
read the map! (she uses her head to 
gesture towards the prisoners) Now 
untie them! Let them go!

EDGARTON
Now don’t you be in such a hurry. 
We’ll look for this place. If it 
exists, we’ll let you go. If it 
doesn’t, we’ll do this all over 
again. Jasper. Keep the young lady 
company.

JASPER
(an evil grin)

Sure thing, Colonel. (points 
towards Magdah’s still form) What 
about the dead lady?

EDGARTON
(shrugs)

She isn’t going anywhere. 

Edgarton and the deputy leave. 

Rose dangles from the rope, arms aching, her cheeks running 
in tears. She can’t stop looking at Magdah.

ROSE
(to herself)

She was so scared...

Jasper playfully pushes her by the shoulder. She sways back 
and forth.

JASPER
Looks like it just you and me and 
them. (grabs her by the chin) You 
think they’d like to watch?

ROSE
Don’t you touch me!

She kicks at him. He laughs.

EDGARTON (CONT'D)
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JASPER
You’re a live one, that’s for sure.

Rose spits at him.

JASPER (CONT’D)
(slaps her)

That’s for my brother, Cleatus!

ROSE
You’re both stupid. I’m surprised 
your momma didn’t drop you both on 
your heads!

JASPER
(comes closer)

Who’s stupid? You think Hector’s 
going to just let you go? He’s 
gonna give you to me. (eyes the 
villagers, aims pistol) Watch now. 
Them folks are as good as dead. 

Some of the villagers fall to their knees. A few are sobbing. 

Rose looks down. Jasper’s boots are just inches from the 
fallen moonstone. 

Seeing she isn’t paying attention to their imminent deaths, 
Jasper grabs Rose by the back of her head. When her face is 
lifted, Jasper squints at her in surprise -- she has the 
steel whistle between her lips. Rose shuts her eyes TIGHT and 
BLOWS as hard as she can.

The moonstone on the ground turns brighter and brighter until 
it EXPLODES, launching pebbles and dirt into the air. 

INT. MINING CAMP OFFICE - DAY

Edgarton sits behind a telegraph desk, sipping a cup of 
coffee. Two of his deputies stand around, emotionless. The 
head Pinkerton and three other guards mill around the office, 
bored while Hector excitedly pours over the map with a 
surveyor. 

The contents of the coffee cup are shaken by a muffled 
EXPLOSION. 

Edgarton looks up, CONCERNED.

INT. MINING CAMP, WORK SHED

Jasper is BLINDED. He shoots wildly with the pistol. 
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JASPER
(wipes at bloodied face)

You stupid bitch! Where did you go?

Rose kicks up with her legs until they entwine around the 
rope over her head. She climbs backwards up the rope, out of 
Jasper’s wild arc of fire. A switchblade falls out of her 
boot. She grabs the knife with her bound hands, snaps it open 
and furiously cuts at the knots around her wrists. 

Jasper staggers around, trying to clear his vision. He 
fumbles to reload his pistol.

JASPER (CONT’D)
If you don’t show yourself, I’m 
gonna kill all of ‘em!

Jasper looks up, his injured eyes twitching. Rose is in the 
rafters. She kicks a piece of loose timber and it falls... 

JASPER (CONT’D)
Oh my Lord...

The heavy beam crashes down on Jasper’s head. 

INT. MINING CAMP OFFICE - DAY

The sound of GUNFIRE confirms Edgarton’s fears. He gets up 
from his chair, suddenly alert. He motions to his deputies.

EDGARTON
Boys, we’re taking Mister Hector 
back to his house.  

HECTOR
What? Why? (holds up the map) Can’t 
you see? I’ve got it! I’ve finally 
won!

EDGARTON
(to head Pinkerton)

Take your men over to the shed. The 
girl’s gotten loose. 

HECTOR
How? How could she get loose...? 

He’s interrupted by a LOUD CRASH. 

The Pinkerton and several guards scramble out the office 
door. Edgarton doesn’t wait; he takes Hector by the elbow.
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HECTOR (CONT’D)
But I don’t understand. I won!

EDGARTON
Course you did.

EXT. MINING CAMP, WORK SHED - DAY - CONTINUOUS

Rose runs out from the shed to the villagers tied to the 
turnstile. She cuts them free with her switchblade.

ROSE
Get out of here! Don’t take the 
road! Don’t go to the village! Hide 
in the hills until it’s safe! 

They run away from the camp. 

Rose falls on her knees in the dirt. She tearfully rolls 
Magdah over on her back. She takes the woman’s hands and 
folds them in front of her in a peaceful pose. 

ROSE (CONT’D)
(sobbing)

I’m so sorry! This is my fault! 
(kisses her forehead) Be at peace. 

Rose lifts her head and overhears SHOUTING. She tears herself 
away and runs back in the shed --

INT. WORK SHED

She picks up her gun belts and secures them around her waist. 

She tries to load the guns, but her fingers fumble with the 
shells. She wrings her hands but they were badly torn up by 
the ropes. Looking at the table, the VOICES outside growing 
louder, she picks up the metal gauntlets instead --

INT. WORK SHED, LATER

Several of the Pinkerton guards rush inside. Not only are the 
prisoners not tied up to the exercise turntable, but Rose is 
gone too. What they do find is Jasper. 

PINKERTON
Find them!
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EXT. MINING CAMP AREA - (VARIOUS SHOTS)

The guards split up to search the area and the surrounding 
buildings. A guard turns the corner around another building 
and catches the prisoners climbing a hill in escape.

FIRST GUARD
(yells)

There they are! I see ‘em!

He takes aim with a pistol. Rose appears from nowhere and 
knocks the gun from his hand with one gauntlet. A sharp 
HUMMING fills the air as she hauls back and lands a blow 
across the man’s jaw with the other. The man is thrown as 
though he was struck by an express train. Forty feet away, he 
crashes through the roof of another building and disappears --

EXT. MINING CAMP, BLACKSMITH’S SHOP

A second GUARD passes through an empty blacksmith’s shop, 
pistol out. He spots a figure running past. He pivots to fire 
at Rose. Several shots RING out. She hides behind an anvil, 
then considers taking the offensive. She launches the anvil 
straight at him. The man is knocked over backwards into a lit 
furnace, SCREAMING --

EXT. MINING CAMP, HORSE STABLES

A third GUARD walks the length of the stables, keeping an eye 
on the animals tied inside the stalls. Catching a figure 
moving on the other side of the wall, he aims over several 
animals and SHOOTS. The horses BUCK and WHINNY. The man keeps 
firing, emptying the revolver until he discovers that he’s 
been shooting at a shadow. Rose comes up behind him and 
punches him in the chest. Her fist drives into him like a 
drill. Bones audibly CRACK. The man staggers on his feet for 
several steps, SPITTING BLOOD, unable to BREATHE. He 
collapses in a stall and is trampled by a horse. Rose pauses 
to listen.

PINKERTON (O.S.)
Wade? Jackson? Mack? Where the hell 
are you? Do you see her?

Rose slides around the outer corner of the stables. She spots 
the head Pinkerton armed with a rifle. She glances at an 
empty buckboard cart --
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EXT. MINING CAMP GROUNDS

The head Pinkerton has the rifle leveled and ready to shoot. 
He moves in a cautious circle, carefully watching the 
surrounding buildings for any sign of movement.

PINKERTON
(calls out)

Sound out so I can find you!

A LARGE SHADOW on the ground follows him. The man traces a 
path back towards the shed. The shadow follows. The Pinkerton 
stops to listen. He hears boots CRUNCHING on dirt, but 
doesn’t see anyone around. The man realizes he’s in shade: 
the sun is no longer bearing down directly above him. He 
turns and LOOKS UP -- 

Easily holding the heavy cart over her head, Rose THROWS it 
down on the Pinkerton, killing the man. 

Rose pants from the exertion. The noise from an early 
internal combustion engine and a moving cloud of dust vanish 
down the road and past a hill. An early automobile is 
escaping.

ROSE
Hector.

FADE TO:

INT. HECTOR'S PRIVATE OFFICE - DAY

Hector sits, pallid, behind his desk. He holds the rolled-up 
map tightly in his hands. Edgarton sits silently, checking 
his pocket watch with the ticking nautical clock on the 
mantel. One of Edgarton’s Regulators appears at the door.

EDGARTON
Well?

The deputy shakes his head.

FIRST REGULATOR
(gruff)

No sign of her or any of those 
villagers. Town marshal’s here.

EDGARTON
Let him in. Stay by the house. 

The Regulator nods and disappears. Sam ambles in, armed with 
two pistols on his hips and a belt studded with cartridges. 
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SAM
Well, well. This whole place stinks 
of fear and shit.  

EDGARTON
Did you go by the mining camp?

SAM
I sure did. Hector, she made wall 
plaster out of your men. You’re 
going to need some more goons.

HECTOR
(blankly stares ahead)

They’re here.

SAM
How many?

HECTOR
All of them.

SAM
All of them? (chuckles) You’d think 
the Mexican Army was headed this 
way instead of one young lady.

HECTOR
(shows him telegram)

The Army’s coming too.

SAM
(snatches up the note)

You called for the entire Fourth 
Regiment of the Army to come here? 
It’s just Rose! One woman! What is 
wrong with you?

HECTOR
They’re coming on the next train 
tomorrow. (snaps awake) You’re the 
marshal. Do something!

SAM
Fine. Hole up here in your damn 
town. I’ll head for the refugee 
village and wait for her.

EDGARTON
What makes you think she’s headed 
out there?
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SAM
(sorrowful)

I don’t know what to think anymore. 
The Rose I knew was sweet-natured. 
Smart. Caring. She tried to make 
the best of any situation or find 
the good in anyone. But her father 
hit and abused her for so long, she 
just packed up and left. Whoever 
came back is someone I don’t 
recognize. It’s like she’s some 
angel of death. 

HECTOR
I think the word you’re looking for 
is plague.

Sam glares at Hector, but concedes.

SAM
Put your men in positions around 
town. Make sure they’re well 
hidden. Draw her in.

EDGARTON
(scolds him)

You leave the strategies to me and 
my men. 

SAM
(scoffs)

That’s reassuring.

EXT. MAIN STREET - DAY - (VARIOUS SHOTS)

Sam rides out of town on horseback. He observes a dozen men, 
Pinkerton GUARDS carrying rifles and grim-looking HIRED GUNS, 
as they spread out across the town. Some on horseback ride 
towards the stables and other buildings. Other men take up 
positions on the hotel’s second floor balcony, on the rooftop 
of the bank, and down alleys. The townspeople and passers-by 
watch them and rush away, a fear growing among them that some 
unknown force is coming.

The hotel owner lets in several armed men and locks the front 
doors. The owner of the general store sees gunmen hide behind 
the barrels he’s selling out front. He pulls down the drapes 
to the shop windows and flips around the “CLOSED” sign, as if 
that’s going to help. 

Over at the marshal’s office, the gun rack is opened and 
cleaned out by HIRED MEN who rush out the door. 
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Lloyd removes his deputy badge. He places the badge and his 
pistol on the desk. He stands in the doorway, unarmed. He’s 
done.

INT. HECTOR'S MANSION, FOYER - DAY

Edgarton and his deputies wait at the windows at the front of 
the house. From their vantage point, they can see up the main 
street all the way to the rail station. The street is now 
completely abandoned. A wind gust whips the flags hanging 
over the balcony of the hotel. The long black barrels of 
rifles are visible as men hide behind the hotel’s sign: 
HECTOR’S HOTEL, HOT BATHS & COMFY BEDS

Behind Edgarton, Hector nervously frets. Sweat cascades down 
his face and he mops at it with a handkerchief. He’s so 
possessive of the map, he keeps it on an armchair within his 
sight.

HECTOR
She won’t come. She won’t. It’s 
suicide!

Edgarton looks through the window. His eyes WIDEN. 

Seen through the rippled window glass: a dark figure comes in 
focus at the far end of the street.

EXT. MAIN STREET - CONTINUOUS

Appearing from the railroad station, Rose walks down the 
center of the street. Her hands rest on the grips of her 
guns, her long gray coat flapping behind in the wind. Face 
impassive, eyes directly ahead, she’s a frightening wraith.

INT. HECTOR'S MANSION, FOYER

From the window, Edgarton watches in disbelief. 

HECTOR
(tries to look over them)

What’s happening out there?

EXT. MAIN STREET

Four hired guns in various states of poor hygiene BURST OUT 
from the swinging doors of Quincy’s bar. They move parallel 
to Rose on the wood boardwalk. One walks ahead to get her 
attention.
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HIRED GUN
Hey pretty lady! You look so angry 
there... Why don’t you come inside 
and have a drink?

Lagging behind, the other three men draw their pistols, 
knowing she doesn’t see them --

Rose pivots and DRAWS, impossibly fast. She shoots all three 
men before they can raise their weapons, one bullet for each. 
They DROP simultaneously to the boardwalk, clutching at their 
chests. The first man STARES at her, stunned. 

ROSE
(to first man)

Now you look like someone who could 
use a drink.

The man goes for his weapon. Rose shoots him right between 
the eyes. He dies before he hits the boardwalk.

GUNFIRE erupts from behind the swinging doors of the bar. 
Bullets WHIZ past Rose. She reaches in a pocket and FLINGS a 
trio of moonstones past the swinging doors. She lifts the 
steel whistle to her lips and BLOWS --

An TRIPLE EXPLOSION erupts inside the bar. Windows SHATTER. 
The interior glows BRIGHT ORANGE: cheap alcohol is going up 
in flames. Men inside SCREAM and FLING themselves out the 
swinging doors. One of them is on FIRE. He finds a horse 
trough full of water and DIVES in. One man tries to shoot 
Rose as he runs out. He wildly misses. Rose guns him down. 
One last man tries the same and meets the same fate. 

Quincy appears, frightened, his hands raised. Rose lifts her 
pistol, sparing him. He runs down the boardwalk and SCRAMBLES 
away.

Impassive to the carnage, Rose breaks open the action on her 
Schofield pistol, drops the spent brass and reloads the gun 
with a speed loader. She redirects her attention back to the 
main street. A voice SHOUTS OUT.

GUARD FROM HOTEL (O.S.)
Don’t just watch her, you apes! 
Open fire!

A crisscross of GUNFIRE and SMOKE streaks towards Rose. She 
dances lightly sideways, just enough for the shells to miss. 
She draws the lightning pistol and aims it at the second 
floor of the hotel. A sharp WHINE builds in the air --

A blue bolt strikes the hotel sign and the men behind it. 
Splintering wood and bodies FLY in all directions.  
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A movement catches Rose’s attention. A guard armed with a 
rifle CHARGES out from the hotel’s second floor staircase and 
runs down the stairs towards her. Rose fires the Schofield at 
the man’s feet, sending him SCAMPERING back up the staircase 
in fear of his life.

On the other side of the street, GUNMEN open fire from behind 
barrels in front of the general store. The owner, hiding 
behind the window, waves FRANTICALLY at them not to. Rose 
aims the lightning pistol and unleashes another bolt. The 
guards are thrown like rag dolls from the explosion. The 
front of the general store is DESTROYED. Feathers from burnt 
bedding floats away in the wind. 

Bullets BUZZING around her like hornets, Rose puts the 
lightning pistol back in its holster and reloads again. 
Seeing the gunfire is coming from the hotel’s first floor 
windows and higher up on the roof, Rose tosses several 
moonstones inside through the broken window glass. Rose BLOWS 
the steel whistle...

HOTEL MANAGER (O.S.)
(from inside)

Great God in Heaven! No, no, no!

The man and his wife BOLT from the front door. An ORANGE 
FIREBALL lights up inside the hotel’s ground floor. Timbers 
and support beams CRACK. The first floor COLLAPSES, taking 
the second story and the gunmen on the roof down with it.

INT. HECTOR'S MANSION, FOYER

Edgarton watches from the window.

HECTOR
(can’t see past him)

Is it bad? How bad is it?

EDGARTON
Town’s going to need a new hotel.

EXT. MAIN STREET

Rose reloads the Schofield and continues to walk up the 
street towards Hector’s mansion. She passes by the marshal’s 
office, noting the figure standing unarmed in the doorway.

ROSE
Lloyd.
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LLOYD
(tips his hat to her)

Ma’am.

Passing by the Red Light Brothel, Rose sees two PROSTITUTES 
waving at her in warning from the second story windows. 
Several men armed with rifles, hiding behind a trough and 
hitching post, open FIRE. Rose whips out a Meridian metal 
ball and sends it flying at the man farthest down the line. 
Instead of striking him, she directs the metal ball to slip 
down the unbuttoned collar of the man’s shirt.

GUARD AT BROTHEL
(looks down his shirt)

What the hell?

Rose motions with the glove on her left hand. She SWINGS hard 
left. The gunman is dragged down the line of shooters, 
CRASHING into them and knocking off their aim. Rose uses her 
captive to BASH into the other men and to BREAK the balcony’s 
support posts. The balcony CRASHES down. MUFFLED YELLS come 
from underneath the fresh pile of firewood. The prostitutes 
CHEER and LAUGH.

INT. HECTOR'S MANSION, FOYER

Watching from the window, Edgarton notes the damage.

EDGARTON
Might need a new brothel, too.

EXT. MAIN STREET

A gunshot ERUPTS from another direction. The bullet tears a 
bloody streak across Rose’s right arm, ripping the sleeve. 
She WINCES at the pain. Angry, she takes aim at a rifleman 
near the stables and shoots him with the Schofield. The 
bullet strikes the man in the eye and makes a BLOODY HOLE in 
the back of his head. He CRUMPLES in a heap.

More GUNFIRE comes from guards hiding in the stables. Rose is 
unable to fire back without hitting the animals WHINNYING and 
BUCKING against their tethers. She launches a Meridian metal 
ball into the stables, deliberately striking one stallion on 
the rump like an angry bee. The horse REARS and tears itself 
free. The animal KICKS, launching one gunman through the 
stable wall. The animal RAMPAGES inside the closed quarters 
of the stable, forcing those inside to FLEE. Rose shoots the 
men down, one-by-one, as they appear. A few decide to run out 
the back and not return.   
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A bullet strikes Rose in the leg. She CRIES OUT and rolls to 
the ground, drawing the lightning pistol. A rifleman perched 
on the rooftop ledge of the bank fires again and again, 
chasing Rose with bullets as she rolls in the dirt. She lands 
on her stomach and fires the lightning pistol upward. A huge 
chunk of the corner of the bank’s roof is sheared off by the 
bolt. The rifleman suddenly has nothing to lean against. He 
PLUMMETS wildly to the street. 

Rose takes a bandana out from inside her coat and ties it 
tight above the wound in her thigh. She pulls herself back up 
to a standing position and dusts herself off with her hat. 

Down main street, there is chaos. Buildings burn. The hotel 
is a pile of kindling lit by a bonfire. The general store has 
no front. The balcony of the brothel is destroyed, men buried 
underneath. A corner of the bank building is missing. Bullet 
holes speckle almost every HECTOR sign. The dead lay in the 
street. Townspeople who were in hiding RUN for their lives.  

Rose faces Hector’s mansion. Holding up her left hand, a 
metal ball flies out of the stable and returns. She resumes 
walking, gaze fixed straight ahead, her gait more of a limp, 
as she reloads the Schofield pistol. 

INT. HECTOR'S MANSION, FOYER

Having seen enough, Edgarton nods to his men. He regards the 
mining owner hovering in the back. 

EDGARTON
(to Hector)

You wait here.

HECTOR
(barely contains panic)

Yes. Of course.

EXT. HECTOR'S MANSION, FRONT DOOR

The door opens. One at a time, Edgarton’s REGULATORS stroll 
out. Each man wears a grim expression. A wall of six men face 
Rose, gloved hands at their sides. They are killers, cool and 
collected. They are joined at last by Edgarton, who takes the 
center position. Seven versus one. 

EDGARTON
(turns to his men)

Some of you might not stomach 
killing a pretty girl...
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FIRST REGULATOR
(interrupts)

Um. Sir?

The deputy points. Edgarton turns around. Rose is GONE. The 
only sign of her in the street is her hat. The wind FANS the 
flames of Quincy’s saloon and the remains of the hotel, 
blowing smoke in every direction.

EDGARTON
Spread out. Find her.

EXT. MAIN STREET - (VARIOUS SHOTS)

The six Regulators pull back their long coats and draw 
pistols from holsters. They march forward, carefully fanning 
outward, watching every direction. The six maintain a line as 
they sweep several paces down the street. 

A door BURSTS open from the doctor’s office on the left side 
of the street. A frightened woman in white blouse and skirt, 
NOT Rose, barrels out. The six Regulators pivot at her, their 
weapons AIMED. The men hesitate and allow her to run off.

A GUNSHOT rings out --

Each Regulator looks at one another down the line as if to 
suggest, “Who fired that?” 

The last man on the right stares ahead without any 
expression. There’s a fresh bullet hole above his right 
temple. He falls like a sequoia.

The remaining five Regulators move. They drift right, still 
forming a line. Ahead is a bunkhouse in between the 
blacksmith and the stables. Inside the stables, the horses 
are still agitated. The men split up. Two start for the gap 
between the stables and the bunkhouse. Another two head left 
between the blacksmith’s shop and the bunkhouse. Classic 
military tactics: encircle and annihilate the enemy.

The fifth one pushes open the door to the bunkhouse and looks 
inside -- big mistake. Merging with the darkness, the outline 
of a gun appears. A GUNSHOT throws the Regulator backwards 
and he sprawls on his back to the boardwalk: dead. 

The four remaining men react. They cautiously check the 
bunkhouse. It’s empty, but the door to the back is ajar. 
Sensing Rose’s movements, two of the Regulators continue down 
the gap between the stables and the bunkhouse. The other two 
circle around the stables to trap Rose. 
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The first pair cautiously walk down the gap, checking ahead 
and above them. A loose horse kicks the inside stable wall, 
startling the men. They emerge from the gap, finding nothing 
ahead but an outhouse. Beyond is the wide vista of prairie 
and mountains. A tall packing crate they passed in the gap 
CREAKS open -- both men spin around. Rose SHOOTS them and 
quickly moves on. 

The last pair of Regulators react to the gunfire; they move 
quickly around the other side of the stables to catch her. 
They find two dead men on the ground.  

A door BANGS on its hinges. Both Regulators eye the outhouse 
door swinging in the wind. One man moves to the outhouse, 
pistol aimed. The other backs up towards the rear of the 
stables to catch Rose if she tries to run. They have her.

The man approaching the outhouse is shot twice in the back. 
He lands headfirst in a watering trough. Bubbles appear on 
the surface before he expires.

The last Regulator LOOKS UP. Rose is on the upper level of 
the stables. Before the man can lift his pistol to shoot at 
her, Rose drops a length of rope around his neck. With her 
left hand, she directs a Meridian steel ball to smack the 
rump of the same poor stallion from before.

ROSE
(shouts)

Yah!

The horse BELLOWS and crashes through the back door of the 
stables, running down the Regulator. The rope around his neck 
is tied to the horn of the horse’s saddle. He’s DRAGGED off --

EXT. HECTOR'S MANSION, FRONT DOOR

Edgarton watches as his last man, SCREAMING for help, is 
DRAGGED past him and out of sight.

He looks down the street again. Rose retrieves her hat from 
the ground and returns it to her head. She starts walking 
towards him, relentless. Edgarton curiously watches her as 
she reloads the Schofield again. She comes closer to him 
until there’s less than twenty feet separating them. 

Edgarton GLOWERS at Rose. He can’t believe what he’s 
witnessed. He draws the right side of his coat away, 
revealing his own custom Colt Peacemaker -- and his gold 
marshal’s badge.
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INT. HECTOR'S MANSION, FOYER

Hector chews his nails watching from the window. He starts to 
back away, forgetting the map left in the chair...

EXT. MAIN STREET, IN FRONT OF HECTOR’S MANSION

The two glare at one another. Edgarton’s cold-hearted killer 
on one side and Rose’s barely-contained fury on the other. 

EDGARTON
Ain’t no woman faster than a man.

ROSE
Everyone’s entitled to their 
opinion.

Edgarton goes for his pistol. His face PINCHES. He looks down 
at Rose’s hand, AGHAST.

Her pistol is aimed straight at him. Undeterred, Edgarton 
tries to clear his gun from its holster --

EDGARTON
You black bit...!

Rose unloads on Edgarton, six holes in his chest. Six bloody 
wounds appear in the back of his coat. The man drops to his 
knees, GRIMACING. His hat FLIES off his head, revealing an 
ugly cranium of boot-polish black strands. He STRUGGLES to 
pull his pistol out.  

Rose steps forward, drawing the lightning pistol. A WHINE 
builds in the wind-swept air.

ROSE
I believe someone asked for a 
demonstration?

Edgarton’s head disappears from his neck. His body snaps 
backwards and lays in the dirt.

Stepping over him, Rose raises the lightning pistol and aims 
it at Hector’s extravagant home. She’s arrived.

ROSE (CONT’D)
Knock, knock.

INT. HECTOR'S MANSION, FOYER - CONTINUOUS

The heavy front door is blown open by a THUNDERCLAP and 
knocked off its hinges. 
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Obscured by dust and smoke, a shadow appears in the door 
frame. Rose steps inside. The foyer and the surrounding area 
is empty.

INT. HECTOR’S MANSION, WASHROOM

Hector sits on the water closet with a double-barrel hunting 
shotgun in his hands. He fumbles with the action, trying to 
load shells the size of cigars inside the twin breech. He 
stops and listens...

Outside in the corridor, the floor SQUEAKS.

Hector closes the giant gun and aims it at the door. The 
SQUEAKS outside the door continue. Hector tilts his head, 
listening hard. Sweat drips from his head down his nose. He 
wipes it away with a shirt cuff. 

There’s MOVEMENT outside, he’s sure of it. The footsteps 
SQUEAK, growing louder but then softer. Hector becomes 
concerned. He waits and listens. Nothing. 

SAM (O.S.)
(muffled)

Hector?! You alive in there?

Relieved, Hector throws open the door...

INT. HECTOR'S MANSION, CORRIDOR

Hector steps out of the lavatory, drenched in sweat, gun 
raised. Sam stands in the ruined foyer, hand on his pistol.

HECTOR
Oh thank God! She killed everyone! 
I had to hide in... Oh no! Oh no!

Hector runs into the foyer and looks down at the chair. 

The map is gone.

HECTOR (CONT’D)
It was right here! She took it! The 
map! You gotta find her!

SAM
(walks past him)

You’ve got bigger problems than 
some map. Better come with me.
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INT. CARRIAGE HOUSE

Entering through the open metal door from the house, Sam 
leads Hector in. The carriage house doors are wide open, 
letting in the strong daylight. The automobile is exactly 
where it was before. Taking a few steps further though, all 
Hector sees is a white tarp on the ground where there should 
be....

HECTOR
(alarmed)

How could she take it? That gun has 
to weigh over a hundred pounds...!

Sam eyes Hector, as if the man really needs a explanation.

HECTOR (CONT’D)
What do we do? She’s got the map 
and the Maxim! She’ll use the gun 
on the town for sure! You’re the 
marshal! You have to protect me!

SAM
(scoffs)

As if you weren’t going to use that 
Maxim on the people in the village?

Sam picks up a corner of the drape and contemplates the 
missing Maxim and the young woman.

HECTOR
The Army can’t get here fast 
enough! We need to arm every man in 
town!

SAM
She’s killed almost every man in 
town...

Sam throws down the drape and heads out through the carriage 
house doors. Hector chases after him...

EXT. MAIN STREET - DAY - CONTINUOUS

Sam heads up the ruined street with Hector in tow, ignoring 
the dead bodies, the destroyed buildings and the flames 
engulfing others. Several townspeople have formed bucket 
lines to fight the fires. 

Bewildered townspeople try to get Sam’s attention --
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TOWNSPERSON ONE
She killed every man she saw! 
It was a massacre!

HOTEL MANAGER’S WIFE
Marshal, she destroyed our 
livelihood, our business!

QUINCY
My saloon’s gone! Who’s going 
to pay for all this?

TOWNSPERSON TWO
When is the army gonna’ get 
here? We don’t have anyone to 
protect us!

Hector hides behind some of the people, ignoring their cries. 
Sam brushes the townspeople off as he heads for the --

INT. MARSHAL'S OFFICE

Sam sidesteps Lloyd. With Lloyd and Hector watching, Sam goes 
to the center of the floor and kicks away a rug. A door with 
a locked latch is revealed. Sam unlocks the latch and lifts 
up the door. A dark hole with a small staircase is revealed.

HECTOR
(to Lloyd)

You know about this?

Lloyd shakes his head. Sam descends a few stairs. The cellar 
is nothing more than a crawl space. He struggles a moment and 
HEAVES a metal locker up to the wood floor, pushing it away. 

With another key, he unlocks the case and flips the lid open. 
Sam removes a long-barrel, lever-action rifle from the case’s 
velvet interior. He also takes out a box of ammo and a small 
long black metal box. He puts the rifle and the box of 
ammunition on the desk, knocking Lloyd’s badge to the floor.

HECTOR (CONT’D)
My God. What kind of rifle is that?

SAM
Sharps Long Range.

Sam sits at his desk and opens the long black metal box. He 
carefully extracts a long optical scope. Using a tool, he 
affixes the scope to the top of the rifle. 

SAM (CONT’D)
My daddy used to tell people that 
before he became a preacher, he was 
a scout in Lee’s Army of Northern 
Virginia. He was no scout. He was a 
sniper. 

He lifts the gun and carefully checks the weapon. Taking a 
round out of the ammo box, he loads a monstrous shell in the 
weapon’s breech. He lifts the heavy gun and sights it.
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SAM (CONT’D)
He was so good, the Army hired him 
after the war to kill Indians. He 
killed every man, woman and child 
he could find. He could kill any 
living thing almost a mile away. He 
said it was God’s work.

Pocketing a dozen more rounds, Sam slings the rifle across 
his back. Before he leaves, he grabs Hector by the lapel of 
his suit coat.

SAM (CONT’D)
You get out there and help these 
people. No thanks to you, I have to 
go out there and kill the woman I 
loved.

HECTOR
(pulls away)

Need I remind you that it was you 
who killed her father?

SAM
Her father was no great man! Her 
father was a drunk who came home 
every night and smacked her around. 
I killed him for her. I would do 
anything for Rose. (heads for the 
door) She just doesn’t seem to 
appreciate it.

FADE TO:

EXT. HILL NEAR THE RAILROAD LINE - DAY

With black smoke curling up from the town in the distance, 
Dumas climbs the rugged rocks to a hill that runs parallel to 
the rail line. He finds Rose, exhausted and in pain, sitting 
up against a boulder. Her long jacket is off and her gun 
belts lay in a tangled heap nearby. The bandana tied around 
her leg and her trouser are soaking wet with blood.  

DUMAS
(kneels beside her)

Arcturos’ son and the others 
returned from the mining camp, 
telling us what you had done. I 
spent all yesterday and last night 
searching for you. Then I 
remembered you and Samuel Murtauge 
used to hide up here and watch the 
trains. 
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He goes to untie the bandana. Rose puts her hand on his.

ROSE
It’s all right. I’m fine. 

Rose digs underneath her coat and produces a rolled-up piece 
of parchment. She hands it to him.

ROSE (CONT’D)
Here is my father’s map. (smiles) I 
can read it, Dumas. I know now what 
my father was looking for!

DUMAS
I’m sure Mister Hector is angry 
that you have this and he does not. 
We heard gunfire coming from the 
town. We still see the smoke from 
the fires. I thought you had been 
killed.

ROSE
It’s not over yet. (she digs into 
her shirt pocket and hands Dumas 
the telegram) I found that in 
Hector’s office. 

Dumas reads. His hands start to shake. 

DUMAS
The Army is coming? An entire 
regiment? This is dated yesterday. 
(he picks up Rose’s things) We must 
get back to the village. Warn 
everyone! We can flee into the 
hills and hide...

Rose latches on to his arm and shakes her head.

ROSE
No. There’ll be no more running.  
We will not be treated as nothings. 
Not by Hector, not by anyone. 

A far-off whistle SHRIEKS. Dumas looks past Rose. Down the 
tracks, a distant cloud of smoke indicates the train is 
coming.

DUMAS
A train full of soldiers might 
think very differently! (he looks 
over the boulder, watching for the 
train) We can’t stay here!
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ROSE
I left Stockton to find a new life. 
Everywhere I went, it was the same: 
what people want is power and the 
only thing people respect is 
violence. I learned to survive. I 
became one of them. If this is what 
my father faced, then I can’t let 
that happen to our people. I think 
my father would have wanted that.

Dumas sees the approaching train, and the soldiers standing 
on top of the cars.

DUMAS
Rose! We must leave! The Army is 
coming! There are soldiers on the 
train!

He struggles to get her to stand up.

ROSE
No! We are not moving one more 
inch!

Dumas looks again at the tracks and the coming train. There 
is a large open crate sitting on the tracks.

DUMAS
What is that? 

ROSE
Every moonstone I could get my 
hands on...

INT. GENERAL STORE - FLASHBACK

The store owner places a bucket on his counter. Roses dips 
her hand in. Moonstones -- dozens of them --

EXT. HILL NEAR THE RAILROAD LINE - (VARIOUS SHOTS)

The locomotive, smoke belching from its stack and steam 
escaping its cylinders, bears down on the station. The 
train’s whistle sounds a powerful SHRIEK. 

Inside the crate, the pearl stones react with a blindingly 
fierce light. A mighty EXPLOSION sends a geyser of rock, ties 
and tracks into the air -- 
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INT. LOCOMOTIVE CAB

The ENGINEER sees the destruction and pulls the emergency 
brake lever. 

EXT. LOCOMOTIVE

The train’s wheels stop spinning and SCREAM, sparks flying --

INT. TRAIN PASSENGER CAR

Army OFFICERS and SOLDIERS are thrown forward --

EXT. HILL NEAR THE RAILROAD LINE

Dumas watches the train. The soldiers standing on the cars 
are knocked off their feet. The huge locomotive is able to 
bring itself to a groaning stop. Dumas turns to Rose...

DUMAS
Why did you do this...?

But she’s not by the boulder. She’s tossing away a small pile 
of brush and scrub. Dumas’ eyes WIDEN... 

EXT. LOCOMOTIVE CAB

The officers, including a highly-decorated GENERAL TITUS, and 
many soldiers SPILL out of the train. Some soldiers who were 
on top of the cars are helped down, injured by their falls. 
Titus rushes forward to the locomotive’s cab and the relieved 
engineer.

GENERAL TITUS
What the hell happened?

ENGINEER
(points ahead)

Someone blew the tracks! It must 
have been dynamite...

A MACHINE GUN rattles, spitting bullets. The ground at their 
feet coughs up rock and howling metal. 

GENERAL TITUS
It’s an ambush! Get down!

He and his men take cover near or under the train. The 
engineer DUCKS inside the cab. The shooting stops, leaving 
only echoes among the rocks.
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ROSE (O.S.)
(shouts)

I wish to speak to the highest-
ranking officer among you.

GENERAL TITUS
(peers up the hill)

This is Brigadier General Henry 
Titus! Who is that? Show yourself!

Several soldiers start to move forward. The Maxim fires 
again, chewing up the dirt, forcing them back.

ROSE (O.S.)
I’d keep your men right there if I 
were you, General.

GENERAL TITUS
What is the meaning of this? (to 
another officer) Is that a girl? 

ROSE (O.S.)
Who I am is of no concern to you...

EXT. HILL NEAR THE RAILROAD LINE

Rose stands behind the armor-plated shield of the Maxim gun, 
her hands on the triggers.

ROSE
(shouts down)

What concerns me is that you and 
your men have come to do harm to 
the Meridian people. They have done 
nothing wrong. It’s the man who 
brought you here who has done the  
wrong. Hector. He wants you to do 
his murdering for him...

Several soldiers make a break for the gully at the bottom of 
the railroad bed. Rose pivots the gun and FIRES. The Maxim 
chews up the ground before they even get there and they are 
forced back.

ROSE (CONT’D)
General, you can sacrifice yourself 
and your men trying to do what you 
believe is right. Or, you can get 
back in that train and get the hell 
out of here. You are not welcome in 
Stockton. 
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GENERAL TITUS
(shouts up)

I refuse to be dictated to by 
threat, let alone by a woman!

Rose unleashes another blast of fire against the tops of the 
railroad cars. Glass SHATTERS and wood is SPLINTERED. Shards 
of glass rain down on the general and his officers. 

ROSE
(softer)

Refuse as much as you want. I have 
a bullet for every man here, 
including you. All I have to do is 
pull the trigger.

EXT. LOCOMOTIVE CAB

The general looks around him. This is a no-win situation. He 
glances at his officers.

GENERAL TITUS
Every man back on the train.

OFFICER
Sir?

GENERAL TITUS
You heard me. (shouts up) The 
Governor will hear about this! He 
will not be as charitable as I am!

EXT. HILL NEAR THE RAILROAD LINE

ROSE
Tell him to send someone a little 
less arrogant -- and irritating. 

EXT. LOCOMOTIVE CAB

The general SCOWLS. He and the soldiers climb back inside the 
shot-up passenger cars. 

Steam HISSES around the train’s wheels and cylinders. A blast 
of black smoke pours from the stack as the train slowly 
starts to back up the tracks...
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EXT. HILL NEAR THE RAILROAD LINE

Rose leans against the Maxim, losing consciousness from blood 
loss. Dumas gets up and helps her.

DUMAS
How long before you think they will 
come back?

ROSE
When their curiosity gets the 
better of them, I suppose...

DUMAS
Let’s get you home.

ROSE
Do I still have a home, Dumas? The 
way that I am? 

DUMAS
You always did, Rose Sha Wei.

FADE TO.

EXT. REFUGEE VILLAGE - (VARIOUS SHOTS) - CONTINUOUS

Dusk falls. The village lies on a flat plain some distance 
away. Lanterns flicker in the windows of several shanties. A 
lone villager walks several cows to their pens with a torch.

The scene MAGNIFIES and BLURS. Small adjustments in focus are 
made as the view sweeps from one tiny house to the next. The 
image finally comes to a rest on Dumas’ house and SHARPENS.

EXT. DUMAS' HOUSE

Inside the window: a figure sits in a rocking chair with a 
shawl draped around the head. Dumas comes to the figure and 
places a bowl on a side table. The elder tucks the shawl 
around the figure and checks a bandaged leg which is elevated 
on a stool. Content, he leaves the figure.  

INT. GRIST MILL

Sam crouches in the dark, the huge Sharps rifle pressed up 
against his cheek. He peers through the optical scope, making 
careful adjustments. Part of the rifle’s long barrel rests on 
an open window frame. He breathes regularly as he sights --
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EXT. DUMAS' HOUSE

As seen inside the glass: the figure in the rocking chair 
does not move. The scene briefly elevates to a line of 
laundry hanging outside. There is no wind. The view returns 
to the window and the figure inside --

INT. GRIST MILL

Sam releases one of the rifle’s double triggers with a CLICK. 
His finger curls around the front trigger -- 

The gun KICKS.

EXT. REFUGEE CAMP, FURTHER OUT

A terrifying GUNSHOT echoes across the plain. 

EXT. DUMAS' HOUSE

The view from the optic sight: the figure in the chair SLUMPS 
forward. 

INT. GRIST MILL

Sam bows his head and contemplates what he has done. He 
ejects the spent cartridge from the breech. 

SAM
(whispers)

I’m so sorry, Rose.

The barrel of a Schofield pistol grazes Sam’s cheek.

ROSE (O.S.)
Are you, Sam?

Sam lifts both his hands up. Rose grabs the rifle with her 
other hand and lifts it away. She keeps the pistol on him as 
she examines the big rifle.  

ROSE (CONT’D)
This is a hell of a lot of sorry. 

She backs to a millstone and its large wooden axle. With one 
powerful sweep, she brings the rifle down hard on the stone’s 
edge -- SHATTERING the scope and bending the rifle at the 
breech. Tossing the gun away, she keeps the pistol aimed at 
him. 
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ROSE (CONT’D)
Arcturos told me about what he 
found when he laid my father in the 
coffin for burial. A plug of wax 
fell out of the back of his head. 
The blood had been cleaned up and 
the bullet hole sealed with hot 
wax. (her voice breaks) You found 
my father in Carbon Canyon, 
searching for the cache without the 
map. You came up behind him and 
shot him in the back of the head! 
You fucking heartless excuse for a 
man!

SAM
(quietly)

I loved you like no other. Your 
father made your life a living hell 
and then he forced you away. We had 
a life together. He destroyed it.   

ROSE
We had no life together, Sam. You 
invented a life for us. I was a 
Meridian girl in love with a fair-
skinned boy who promised one day I 
would be treated like everyone 
else. It was a promise you couldn’t 
keep. I’ve been all over this 
country. There’s no place for 
someone like me. 

SAM
People might have treated you 
different because of who you were. 
I didn’t! It was your father who 
chased you away from me!

ROSE
This has nothing with me being a 
Meridian. You murdered my father 
like some spoiled child who didn’t 
get what he wanted. Then you 
decided that since I didn’t fit 
your idea of how a woman should 
act, you might as well get rid of 
me too. Turns out, you never were 
the marshal. You’re just like your 
daddy. A spiteful, hateful, 
ignorant fool.

Sam gets to his feet, hands still raised.
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SAM
And you’re just like your father: 
ornery and stubborn. I loved you! 
But you changed! I just want the 
old Rose back! Can’t we go back?

ROSE
Take off your gun belts. (warns) 
That’s not a request.  

Sam removes the belts and holds them out.

ROSE (CONT’D)
Toss them against the wall. That 
knife you keep on your leg. Get rid 
of that too. 

He throws the guns away, then undoes the knife and tosses 
that to the wall. 

SAM
Now what? Is that it? You want to 
execute me? Fine then, shoot!

Rose returns the Schofield to her holster. She undoes her own 
gun belts, removing them from her waist and putting them down 
near the corner. She removes the knife she keeps in her belt 
behind her back and puts that down too. She raises her hands, 
and strikes a fighting pose.

Sam laughs.

SAM (CONT’D)
What the hell? Instead of us 
shooting each other, we’re going to 
beat each other up with our fists? 
This is a dumb idea, Rose. You know 
you can’t whup me. I’m a man and 
you’re just a...

Rose rushes forward like LIGHTNING. She grabs Sam at the 
waist belt, hauls him up and SLAMS the back of his head 
against the window frame. He drops to the floor like a sack 
of cement. 

ROSE
Just a woman.

His neck broken, Sam can’t talk or move. His eyes go white 
and he’s barely able to breathe. 

Rose finds Sam’s guns. She retrieves a Colt and empties it 
except for one cartridge in the barrel. 
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She cocks the hammer back and then nestles the pistol in his 
hands, pointing the barrel away from her.

ROSE (CONT’D)
I’m going to give you a chance you 
didn’t give my father. I’m going to 
walk out of here. You can shoot me 
in the back and kill me, then 
you’ll die a slow death alone in 
this empty mill. Or you can point 
that thing up to your chin and pull 
the trigger. I leave it in your 
hands, Sam. 

Rose collects her things, turns her back to Sam and walks 
out. She pauses at the doorway, waiting for his decision.

A single GUNSHOT rings out.

ROSE (CONT’D)
(with some regret)

Goodbye, Sam.

Her head held high, Rose walks out.

FADE TO:

EXT. CARBON CANYON - DAY

Against the sheer rock wall of a gorgeous bowl of a canyon, a 
small wooden sailing ship sits on a pile of lumber and 
kindling. The sides of the vessel are decorated with the 
familiar wavy patterns of the Meridian sailors. Resting on 
the ship’s main deck is a coffin. From the highest part of 
the mast flies a flag of moon and stars set against a dark 
blue backdrop. A circle of Meridian people stand back from 
the ship, hands clasped and heads bowed.  

Rose stands beside Arcturos and Dumas to admire the ship.

ROSE
(thanks Arcturos)

It’s beautiful, great master.

DUMAS
In my day, we’d let it sail away 
from the island. But it’s fitting 
we do it here. Here is where he 
saved us. (hands Rose a lit torch) 
Send your father off, Sha Wei.

She walks up to the wood gathered around the base of the ship 
and stokes it with the torch. The kindling catches quickly. 
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The keel of the ship ignites, followed by the hull. The 
carvings comes to life, shimmering with the motion of the 
waves. The mast and sails follow, glowing with fire. The ship 
and its captain burns so quickly and completely that the 
embers are extinguished before the wind can whisk them into 
the sky.

ROSE
(tears run down)

That is a captain’s farewell!

Dumas signals the convocation of people. They turn towards 
the wall of the canyon. Wooden pipes have been hammered at 
equidistant points into the rock. Each person raises a wooden 
flute to their mouths.

ROSE (CONT’D)
What do you think we’ll find 
inside?

DUMAS
Who knows? Old wine? Dried meat? 
Another ship? (smiles at her) Thank 
goodness we had some moonstones 
left. (calls to the assembled) 
Together, my friends!

They blow their flutes simultaneously. The shrill WHISTLING 
climbs in pitch. The pipes driven into the wall EXPLODE 
nearly all at once. Rock, debris and dust cascade down into 
the floor of the canyon. The great seal undone, what lies 
inside is anyone’s guess. A CHEER goes up among the people.

But the cheering becomes a warning across the canyon floor.

ARCTUROS’ SON
(pointing)

The townspeople have come! They are 
coming!

Frightened, the Meridian people gather together for 
protection. Rose is alarmed when she sees several Meridian 
men with rifles. They aim them at a throng of townspeople 
walking into the canyon.

ROSE
What are you doing? Put those down! 
No guns! Let them come and speak.

The men obey her. Rose takes the lead, followed by Dumas and 
Arcturos, to greet the townspeople. To Rose’s surprise, they 
are being led by former Deputy Lloyd.
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Lloyd steps ahead of the townspeople to Rose. He respectfully 
removes his hat and holds it in front of him.

LLOYD
Miss Rose, ma’am.

ROSE
Lloyd? (looks past him) It looks 
like you brought the whole town. 
What do you want?

LLOYD
(quietly)

He’s gone, ma’am. 

ROSE
Gone? Who?

LLOYD
Hector. He left and took everything 
with him. The miners. The horses. 
The carts and equipment. All the 
money from the bank. The town’s in 
ruins. The railroad said they won’t 
come to fix the track for weeks. 
Some folks have nothing saved. With 
winter coming, things are going to 
get hard.

Lloyd painfully eyes the gathered townspeople. Some are 
families with young children.

LLOYD (CONT’D)
I reckon that, with you being so 
smart with your science, we might 
ask for your help? We have strong 
backs. We can fix your houses that 
got knocked down. Some of us have 
seeds and animals. We haven’t been 
particularly good or fair to any of 
you. We know now what the marshal 
did to your daddy. On behalf of the 
people of Stockton, I wish to 
apologize, make amends and help as 
best we can.  

Rose is astonished by this admission, but at the same time 
she is hesitant. Her gaze tracks across these people, all 
that remains of Stockton. The privileged and the well-to-do, 
the belligerent and the ignorant. Where were they when her 
people needed help?
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Looking behind her, Rose sees the people she’s known her 
entire life: a people forced to labor at meaningless jobs, 
put down at every moment, threatened, intimidated, not 
allowed to vote or to have a say in their own lives.

Not knowing what to do or how to decide, she turns to Dumas. 

DUMAS
(smiling)

You are our compass, Rose. Where 
you lead, we shall follow.

A great weight lifts from Rose’s shoulders. A moment from 
nearly twenty years ago is finally being rectified. Instead 
of fear and persecution, there is hope. The beginning of 
something special.

ROSE
(to Lloyd)

I say welcome, neighbors. 

She extends her hand to him. He steps forward and shakes her 
hand, his head bobbing. The people of Meridia step forward, 
as do the townspeople of Stockton. At first, there is 
confusion and hesitation. No one knows what to say. But in no 
time at all, the name of an infant child is asked for. Rose 
overhears a woman speak.

TOWNSWOMAN (O.S.)
Her name is Rose. It’s such a 
pretty name, don’t you think?

Rose takes a moment to gaze up at the rich blue sky. 

The pale moon and a scattering of stars shares the heavens 
with the setting sun...

FADE OUT.

THE END
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